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ELASTIC SCATTERING OF THE HYPERONS 

We propose to measure the elastic scattering of the hyperons 
- - - 0

E • :=: • n and A over a region of momentum transfer up 

to about 1 GeV / c. As part of this program we will measure 

the production cross sections of the negative and positive 

hyperons and carry out a search for new particles with life

time "> 10-
11 

seconds. This experimental program is based 

on the use of novel detectors of high spatial resolution which 

we have developed. 
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I. INT RODUCTION 

We propose to measure the small angle scattering of most of the 

hyperons. For some time we have been developing detectors of high spa

tial resolution - almost an order of magnitude greater than that obtained 

in normal wire spark chambers - necessary to do experiments with beams 

of high energy hyperons. These technical developments coincide well with 

our interest in the physics of small angle scattering: the change in shape 

or "shrinkage ll as energy is increased and the measurement of the forward 

scattering amplitudes and comparison with SU3. 

As part of this program we will measure the production cross sec

tion in the forward direction of the charged hyperons, ~ -, :B: -, and n-. 
The positive hyperons, ~+, 2:;+, :::t, and n+ will be produced along with 

a substantial proton flux, but we feel that those produced with substantial 

cross sections - as most likely the ~+ - can be detected and their produc

tion cross section measured. Two methods of detection are proposed to 

be implemented for the charged hyperons. One is a high resolution gas 

Cerenkov counter placed immediately after the magnetic channel and the 

other relies on observing the hyperon decay products. We will be sensi

tive to hyperon decays which lead to a final state neutron such as 

L; ...... nrr 

and to those which lead to a final state 1\0 such as 

In addition, we are particularly interested in the search for new short 

lived particles, which might well escape discovery elsewhere. Also, the 

decay properties of such rare particles as the n will be studied very 

effe ctively. 

While most of the effort will be devoted to charged particles, we hope 

to use the neutron-poor 1\ beam created by ~ charge exchange in Be to 

study 1\-p scattering. This requires no additional equipment and is prob

ably superior to experiments relying on direct neutral beams. 
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II. A. ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF SMALL ANGLE SCATTERING 

In the last ten years this has been one of the topics in particle physics 

most discussed by theorists. Here we risk oversimplifying the issues to 

bring out what seems to be the most crucial question to be settled by going 

to high energy. This is whether the scattering of small momentum trans

fers approaches an energy-dependent form as the energy increases. or con

tinues to exhibit a steady Shrinkage. 

The different theories developed to explain elastic scattering divide 

rather clearly on this point. Theories of the Regge -pole type with a Pom

eranchuk trajectory roughly parallel to other known trajectories predict a 

shrinking of the diffraction peak for all scattering processes, that is. a 

continuous inc reas e of slope of the dcr Idt as a function of ene rgy. On the 

other hand. theories with a fixed Pomeranchuk singularity. that is a tra

jectory showing a very small slope increase with momentum transfer, as 

well as a wide class of theories related to the optical model such as that of 
i 2

Chou and yang or Durand and Lipes , predict an asymptotic approach to 

an elastic scattering differential cross section which is independent of energy, 

particularly at small It I. 
What we now know is that at AGS energies. some peaks shrink (p-p). 

some grow (p-p). and some remain constant ('IT-p). Figure I illustrates 

this situation. The fashion among Regge theorists recently has been for a 

flat Pomeranchuk trajectory. The observed variations with energy are then 

ascribed to secondary trajectories. while effects at large It I are obscured 

by cuts. Thus the question can only be resolved by experiments at higher 

energy and at very small It \. Great interest has been aroused by the only 

higher energy result available. the p-p scattering from Serpukhov. There 

IT. T. Chou and C. N. Yang. Phys. Rev. 170, 1591 (1968). 

2L • Durand and R. Lipes. Phys. Rev. Letters 20, 637 (1968). 
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it seems that the p-p elastic peak does not stop shrinking, but rather indi

cates a Pomeranchuk trajectory with a large slope, Fig. 2. If these results 

are really correct, perhaps we will find that at sufficiently high energies the 

'TT-p and p-p peaks will begin to shrink too. If so, the old-fashioned Regge 

model may turn out to be right after all! 

To answer these questions, we should determine the trajectory func
2tion, a(t), to an accuracy of 0.05-0.10 in bins of O. 1 in _t . This requires 

10,000-20,000 events at each energy, if the determination is made on the 

basis of measurements at 75 GeV I c and 150 GeV I c. We would probably wish 

to take 4-6 different energies. For the rarer hyperons, where the rates are 

limited by flux, we would make do with smaller statistics, appropriate to the 

fluxes found in the experiment. 

http:0.05-0.10
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II. B. THE HYPERCHARGE DEPENDENCE OF FORWARD SCATTERING 

Our program of studying the elastic scattering of charge particles is 

particularly relevant to studies of the hypercharge dependence of the strong 

interactions, within a given family of particles. The possibilities are most 

striking in baryon-baryon scattering, where we will observe states with 

four different values of the strangeness: 

p-p S 0 

~- -p, A-p, (~+ -p) S =-1 

~ -p, ...... 0 
~ -p S -2 

n -p S= -3 

In terms of the quark model, we have reactions containing from zero to 

three strange quarks. These reactions are an ideal testing ground for this 

model, since the simplest interpretation of present data is that the strange 

quark has a somewhat different interaction from the non-strange pair. 

The least speculative predictions of interactions in the quark model 

are those dependent on the assumption of additivity of quark amplitudes for 

forward scattering, since the momentum transfers are then very small. 

The tests of this model in meson-baryon scattering are well known, and we 

would look forward to testing these at high energies, where secondary effects 

are presumably smaller. In baryon-baryon scattering, there are a host of 

sum rules which may be predicted. A sample of these is given below. 1,2 

These are divided into groups, with succeeding groups making the stronger 

assumptions of spin independence, SD(3) invariance, and high energy limits 

on quark scattering. Particle labels denote values of the corresponding for

ward scattering cross sections: 

:t- - 0
2:: P - 2:: P = pp - np +:5: p -:5: p 

,.,f3 Cl\p 

1
D. A. Akyeampong, Nuovo Cimento 48A, 519 (1967). 

2 
Dare, Nuovo Cimento 52A, 1015 (1967). 

- ... ... ...--------~-..~ ~..~~~--~-.--
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+ 1\p 1/2 [~ P + ~ p] 

+ pp + 1\p = np + ~ p 

:E 
-
p=:E:

0 
p 

~+p np 

n p = 1 /2 [1\ p + pp] 

+3/4 [np - :E p] 

+3 [2 1\ p - ~ p] ::; 4 np - :E P 

.... ....+pnp = pp. 1\p = ,4.J P ,4.J 

1\p = 1/2 [np +:E:
o

p] 

Aside from the quark model, one can test the predictions of SU3 for 

the baryon-baryon scattering amplitudes. This is again a favorable place 

for a test because of small momentum transfers. One needs at least three 

hyperon cross sections, in addition to the nucleon cross sections. to carry 

out a test. This should be possible in our experiment, since we should ob

tain the ~-p. :E: p. and 1\p cross sections. 
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III. A. mGH RESOLUTION DETECTORS 

This experiment relies on the use of novel detectors with high spatial 

resolution. Since these are described only in as yet unpublished reports, 

a summary of the work which has been done and the characteristics of these 

detectors may be of interest here. Members of the team presenting this 
1

proposal have worked on high resolution spark chambers , 2 and high reso
3

lution proportional chambers . At the present moment, the wire spark 

chambers have higher accuracy, and our experimental design is based on 

the resolution which can be achieved in this way with the techniques we have 

demonstrated. This resolution, 50 ....m. is about five to ten times better than 

that usually achieved in wire spark chambers. 

A parallel effort in proportional chambers is yielding very encourag

ing results. We are confident of achieving an effective resolution within a 

factor of three of the above value with the present techniques, and we may 

reasonably hope for further improvements in the near future. Our plan for 

this experiment is to prepare the wire spark chambers which we know will 

provide the resolution needed, but to pursue the proportional chamber devel

opment as well. If the latter turn out to meet the resolution requirement, 

we would certainly adopt them to gain the advantage of a factor of a hundred or 

more in rate and much better time resolution. 

The improvement in the performance of the wire spark chamber reso

lution derives from a program which attacks each of the primary limitations 

in wire spark chamber accuracy. The diffusion of electrons in the spark 

lW. J. Willis, W. Bergmann. and R. Majker. "High Resolution Optical 

Spark Chambers. " (to be submitted to Nuclear Instruments and Methods). 

2W. J. Willis and I. J. Winters. "High Resolution Wire Spark Chambers, If 

(ibid. ). 

M. Atac and J. Lach, "High Spatial Resolution Proportional Chambers, If 

NAL Report FN -208. April 1970. 

..--..--~-.--- ----------------

3 
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chamber gas, the basic limitation, is reduced by increasing the gas pres

sure. The effect of structure and instabilities of the spark column is re

duced by reducing the gap width, and thus the spark length. This is per

missible because of the higher pressure, which increases the number of 

ions per unit length, and reduces the spark formation time. Reducing the 

gap width also decreases the effects of track inclination to the spark cham

ber plane. In using magnetostrictive readout, the resolution is improved 

by reducing the size of magnetostrictive wire in the pick-up coil, and by 

providing a scale magnification by fanning out the wires to four times larger 

spacing at the readout line. 

The wire planes which have been used so far are etched from 10 f.Lm 

copper on a Kapton backing, with a spacing of eight wires per millimeter. 

A spacing of twelve wires per millimeter is also feasible with the same 

technique. The chamber is operated at a pressure of 5 15 atmospheres of 

90% neon, 10% helium, 1% argon, 0.1% CH • A set of these chambers4
2

4 x 4 cm has been operated in a low energy test beam to measure the reso

lution. The results, which were limited by multiple scattering, gave an 

upper limit on the resolution of 65 f.Lm (1 standard deviation limit), It should 

be possible to attain 25 f.Lm resolution with these chambers. In gases at 

reasonable pressures, diffusion sets the ultimate resolution limit at 10-15 f.Lm. 

The developments in proportional chambers have 	so far relied on care
3ful field shaping and the possibility of variable pressure , Chambers have 

been operated with a spacing of one and two wires per millimeter. Both 

chambers operate well, and the former has been operated in a test beam, 

with demonstrated efficiency and resolution. With a pair of staggered 

chambers, this promises 125 j.Lm resolution, Further development is con

tinuing steadily, and within a few months we should know if it is possible 

to produce proportional chambers of the required resolution at the date 

needed for this experiment. 
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III. B. HYPERON EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

General 

This phase of the program breaks naturally into two parts. The 

first is a survey of hyperon production and search for new particles. and 

the second is a study of the small angle hyperon-proton scattering. Here, 

we intend to study the range of t from It I~ O. 1 to It I '"=' 0.6 for which 

one may usefully detect the recoil proton. Detection of the recoil is nec

essary in the hyperon scattering experiments in order to provide a trigger 

which efficiently selects scattering events. 

Figure 3 is a diagram of the experimental arrangement of the short 

lived particle phase of the program. A beam of 200 GeV protons impinges 

on a target of cross section 1 mm x 1 mm and approximately one interac

tion length in the beam direction. High energy negative particles produced 

in the forward direction are transmitted by a magnetic channel. FollOWing 

the channel approximately 5 m is available to insert precision wire cham

bers. focusing Cerenkov counter, and/or a liquid hydrogen target. A 

focusing Cerenkov counter will be used in the new particle search and as 

a check in the survey of hyperon production fluxes. Then begins the decay 

region followed by the first analyzing magnet, Al. This magnet allows a 

determination of the momentum of the low energy particles, leptons, and 

mesons, produced in the decay. The high momentum protons produced 

through a decay chain such as 

- 0 
-+ K "A. 

~ rr p 

are further deflected from the long lived component of the negative beam by 

A2. They strike the proton trigger counter shown in Fig. 3. High energy 

neutrons produced in decays such as 
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are identified in the neutron shower counter indicated in the same figure. 

We now discuss the arrangement in more detail. 

The Magnetic Channel 

The magnetic channel we have chosen is 6 m long and is a modified 

main ring bending magnet. Figure 4 is a cross section view of this mag

net. The inner coils of a standard main ring magnet have been removed 

and the pole tips closed down to a gap of 1 cm. Computations with the LRL 

magnet design code, LINDA, indicate that with this modified configuration 

one could achieve a field of 40 kG. The channel is tapered in the horizon

tal plane from an aperture of 2 mm increasing to 6 mm at the channel exit. 

The channel has as its central momentum 150 GeV I c at a field of 30 kG. 

With this channel geometry one could easily deflect particles of up to the 

full beam energy down the channel. The actual design would have an en

larged portion of the channel in the region of the target so as not to confuse 

interactions in the walls with those in the target. The properties of this 

channel have been investigated extensively using a Monte Carlo computer 

code. The full momentum band transmitted by the channel is 100/0. How

ever, momentum and exit position and angle are highly correlated, and with 

our detectors the momenta of individual hyperons can be determined to 

within O. 10/0. 

Hyperon Fluxes 

We have used the 	hyperon production cross sections suggested by 

1


Sandweiss and Overseth to estimate the hyperon fluxes emerging from our 

magnetic channel and surviving to 5 m beyond it which is the start of the 

1J. Sandweiss and O. Overseth. TM-199, NAL, January 1970. 

-- ..~-~...~- .... ~...-~~...--.--.. ------------- 
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decay region. They estimate that using 200 GeV incident protons to pro

duce,z; at 150 GeV / c in the forward direction the cross section is 

0.038 ,z;-/int. proton/ ster/GeV / c. 

10
For the channel we have described and for 10 protons interacting in our 

target this results in a flux of 

1775 ,z; per pulse. 

If we assume the production cross section for:S is lower by a factor of 30 
- 2

and of 51 by a factor of (30) we observe at 150 GeV / c 

60 A per pulse 

0.6 51 - per pulse. 

2
Using the Hagedorn-Ranft computations we will also have emerging from 

our channel 

83,000 'l1' per pulse. 

This is a flux of pions which will give no problem with accidentals and indi

cates that incident proton fluxes of up to 1011 protons per pulse might be 

desirable. 
2

An estimate of the ,z;+ has been made by Hagedorn-Ranft and give at 
10

150 GeV / c for 10 interacting protons per pulse 

+35 .. 000,z; per pulse. 

The proton and 'l1'+ contribution to the beam will be according to the same 

Hagedorn-Ranft computation 

3.. 000, 000 protons per pulse
and +450,000 'l1' per pulse. 

T. G. Walker, NAL.. 1968 Summer Study, Vol. 2, p. 59. 
2 
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If these predictions have any validity we should be able to extract a fair 

amount of physics with this :L:+ beam. There are no predictions for the 

expectE~d yields of the other positive hyperons. 

High Resolution Cerenkov Detector 

3
A high resolution Cerenkov counter used at the magnetic channel 

exit would provide detection of hyperon fluxes regardless of their decay 

mode. This counter would be used to check the production fluxes of the 

known hyperons, which would be determined primarily by decay identifi 

cation, and to search systematically for new particles which might not be 

detectable via their decay with our apparatus. The results of our studies 

can now be summarized as follows: 

1) 	 We propose the construction of a 4-meter, low-pressure gas focus

ing Cerenkov counter. The cone angle will be from 7 to 12 mrad, a 

parabolic or spherical mirror will be used. and a ring aperture on 

a single 2-inch fused silica-window photomultiplier will provide 

velocity selection and hence particle identification. The attainable 

resolution in (3, limited by the energy spread of the beam and the 

angular divergence accepted. will be in the range 5 to 10 x 10 -6. and 

will be adjusted to just separate adjacent mass particles; the most 

severe requirement is the Z; -2: separation. The data of Reference 4 

indicate that we should average 8 photoelectrons per particle. 

2) 	 Suitable angular restriction of the accepted beam. which must be held 

to ::1:0.2-0.3 mrad, will be obtained from coincidences with the hodo

scopes required to determine the hyperon direction with high precision. 

3A. Roberts, M. Atac, R. Stefanski, NAL internal report. 

Yu. P. Gorin et al., lHEP 69-63, Serpukhov 3-20 (1969). 4 
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3) 	 The dispersion and momentum acceptance of the presently conceived 

magnetic channel are such that the angular restriction required for 

the Cerenkov counter will admit only about 1-2% of the total hyperon 

beam. This appears to be adequate for survey purposes, although 

not for experiments on the rarer hyperons. 

4) 	 The resolution of the counter is adequate for separation of all parti 

cles heavier than kaons; it is marginal for kaon-pion separation and 

inadequate for lighter particles. For survey purposes, the resolu

tion can be varied, so that it is adjusted to be sufficient for the known 

hyperons; for a search for heavier particles, it can be decreased to 

make the search easier. The mass search is conducted by varying 

the counter pressure, thus varying the velocity interval accepted. 

Hyperon Decay Spectrometer 

Table 1 is a summary of the maximum decay angles of the hyperon 

decays of interest at 150 GeV I c. For comparison we also list the decay 

angles at 23 GeV I c which are appropriate to the hyperon experiment being 

done by this same group at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The angles 

of the two experiments scale approximately as the ratio of the momentum 

of the hyperons. The most crucial measurement is the determination of 

the hyperon angle which is accomplished by high resolution wire chambers. 

As was mentioned earlier we believe we can achieve spatial resolutions of 

50 fJ. which means that the initial hyperon direction can easily be determined 

to the required accuracy before and after scattering from the 40 cm liquid 

hydrogen target in the 5 m between the magnetic channel and the start of the 

decay region. For both the initial hyperon flux measurements and the hy

peron scattering experiment the hyperons will be identified by their decay 

products. It is worthwhile to consider in some detail the kinematics of the 

relevant decays. Consider first the decay of L;- ...... nIT. The IT angle and 

momenta are determined by spectrometer Al and wire spark planes of con

ventional design (resolution .......0. 3 mm). The neutron direction is determined 
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by a hadron shower counter similar to the one used in our BNL experiment. 

To achieve equivalent angular resolution, assuming the neutron interaction 

position can be determined to about 1 cm requires a neutron detector of 

1 m x 1 m in size positioned about 100 m from the channel exit. The neu

trons resulting from the L: decay are of high energy and the neutron de

tector need only give us a very crude indication of energy. 

The signature of the:g will be 

- 1\ 0S! -+ IT 1:1,. 

L 1T p. 

The if kinematics are determined by A1 as well as the properties of the 

1T 
-

resulting from the A
0 

decay. The proton from the A
0 

decay is further 

deflected by A2 and is well separated (~O. 75 m) from the if - beam emerg

ing from the channel at about 50 m from it. Here a wire chamber array 

and a proton trigger counter will be located. The emergence of a positive 

nucleon from a well defined negative beam should provide a powerful trig

ger for A0 events. The kinematics and triggering of the n - -+ K- A0 

decays is qualitatively similar but can easily be distinguished in this highly 

overconstrained fit (4c) from the:g decay. The apertures required of A1 

and A2 are modest. Standard BNL 18D72 magnets would be adequate. 

We note that the hyperon beam described here offers many potential 

advantages for the study of rare hyperon decay modes. In particular the 

longer decay lengths at NAL energies implies substantial improvements 

both in absolute rates and in beam background. We anticipate that the pro

duction fluxes and the developing techniques of particle identification at high 

energies will make these experiments feasible and attractive. 

New Particle Search 

The beam geometry used for the short-lived particle phase of this 

experiment is ideal for a search for new particles of lifetime 10 -11 -10 -1 

seconds. This lifetime range is not accessible to the conventional beam 

0 
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survey experiments. Such particles are detectable with a focusing Ceren

kov counter or by their decay products. The detection via the Cerenkov 

counte}' would, of course, be independent of decay mode; but because of 

the limited angular acceptance of the Cerenkov counter only about 1-2% of 

the beam could be counted. The flux of such a presumed particle would 

depend on three factors; its production cross section, its lifetime, and 

mass. Figure 5 indicates the regions of these variables in which our 

search would be significant. In that figure we relate the production cross 

section of our particle to that of the Hagedorn - Ranft 1T production cross 

sections. We have plotted for a given production cross section the lifetime 

versus mass which would give us one count in the Cerenkov detector for 

1011 interacting protons. The efficiency of the Cerenkov counter (1%) has 

been included in these calculations. Both positive and negative particles 

could be investigated in this manner. 

For the case of detection via decay only, the sensitivity would be in

creased by a factor of 50-100 (the loss due to Cerenkov acceptance) but 

reduced by its branching ratio into a detectable decay mode. 

In the decay experiment the system trigger would be various combin

ations of a high momentum neutral or positive particle (presumably the 

fast baryon) in coincidence with a lower momentum particle (presumably 

meson or lepton). 
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IV. SUMMARY OF RATES AND BEAM REQUIREMENTS 

Diffraction Peak Measurements with Hyperons 

Here, at least for the:S and n , the experiment is limited by avail

able beam flux. On the other hand we do not attempt to measure the Cou

lomb interference so less data is needed. As noted earlier in these meas

urements we must detect the recoil proton and measure its energy. This 

limits the t range to It I = o. 1 to 0.6. Also measurements will most likely 

not be made for the anti-hyperons so the measurement matrix is smaller 

than for the stable particles. These factors nearly compensate and we ex

pect that this phase of the experiment will also take about 200 hours of ideal 

time to complete. It should be noted however that there are large uncer

tainties in the estimates of the hyperon fluxes, particularly for the:S and 

n These fluxes will hopefully be better estimated after the BNL Y 

experiment has run in 1970-71. 

Experimental Equipment Required 

Much of the counting and data collecting equipment required for the 

experiment is very similar to that being developed by this group for the 

BNL hyperon experiment. This experiment will require an on-line data 

collecting computer such as the NAL PDP-15 which will be used for the 

BNL hyperon experiment. The interfaces being developed for its BNL usage 

would also be needed for this experiment, and it is requested that this same 

machine be made available to us. Ideally, as in our BNL usage, we would 

like a link from the PDP-15 to a larger machine capable of carrying some 

fraction of the data through to the final analysis. However if this is not 

available access to a larger on-site computer which would be capable of 

reading the magnetic tape output of the PDP-15 would be essential. 
10 11

We require a high energy (-200 GeV) proton beam of intensity 10 _10

protons per pulse focused to a spot of about 1 mm in cross sectional area. 
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We believe the proposed diffracted proton beam planned for Area 2 would 

be suitable. We believe the magnetic channel can be a main ring bending 

magnet with the inner coils removed and magnet channel sketched in Fig. 4 

inserted. Two analysis magnets comparable to BNL 18D72 magnets and a 

liquid hydrogen target complete the list of requirements. 
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Table 1 

. Hyperon Decay Kinematics 

Maximum Laboratory Angles 

23 GeVJc 150 GeV/c 

-
L: -.. nIT B 10.7 mr 1. 63 mr 

n 
B 71. 7 11. 00IT 

- 0S -+1\ 1T 7. 15 1. 10B1\0 

B 57.2 8.78IT 

-.. 1\ 0 K-n 19. 1 2. 93B 1\0 

153.0 23.4BK 

0 
1\ - IT P B 5. 17 0.79 

P 
B 34.8 5.34IT 
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Figure 2 
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ELASTIC SCATTERING OF THE HYPERONS - ADOUNOUM TO E97 
M· ATi:Je
.C. Ankenbrandt, S. Ecklund, P. J. Gollon, 

J. 	Lach, J. MacLachlan, A. Roberts, 
and G. Shen 

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory; 
Batavia, Illinois 60510 

and 

L. A. 	 Fajardo, R. Majka, J. N. Marx, 
P. 	Nemethy, J. Sandweiss, A. Schiz, 

and A. J. Slaughter 
Yale University 

New Haven, Connecticut 06520 

In this note we update our charged hyperon E97. We had 

written E97 and it was approved in 1970 before the successful 

operation of either the CERN or our BNL hyperon beam. In the 

intervening years both of these beams have demonstrated the rich

ness of the hyperon beam technique as a way of measuring the. 
basic properties of the hyperons. We need only recall the CERN 

measurements of the hyperon total cross sections l and our measure

ments of the L-P differential cross section2 and program of hyper

on weak decays3 using the beam we constructed\ at BNL. We have 

gained much experience using hyperon beams since E97 was written 

and we now wish to embody this experience into our Fermilab pro

gram. 

About a year ago we pointed out the desirability of moving 

E97 from the M2 beam of the Meson Laboratory into a new area 

which we proposed building downstream of proton center. This new 

hyperon area would allow us to take advantage of the excellent 

optical properties of the primary proton beam and allow use of 

higher intensities and higher energy when it becomes available. 
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The configuration of this new area was discussed in detail during 

a workshop held at Fermilab in December 1975 and reported in the 

March 1976 issue of NALREP. The changes we will now.make in E97 

incorporate changes necessitated by this move, additional knowledge 

gained by our BNL experience, especially in better hyperon flux 

estimates, and finally the advances made in instrumentation during 

the last half dozen years. 

The physics we wish to do was fundamental and important in 

1970. It has lost none of its luster and we have lost none of our 

enthusiasm to pursue it. 

Physics Goals 

The physics goals are the same as in the original proposal. 

They center around the measurement of the hyperon proton differen

tial cross sections in the nuclear region. These would include, 

- - + ~ p, 3 p, L p, and possible n p. We would make these measurements 

as a function of incident momentum from about 100-350 GeV/c consis

tent with the ~vailable hyperon intensities. The first step would 

be a measurement of hyperon fluxes so that.a reasonable program 

could be planned. In particular the estimates of the 0- flux is 

very uncertain and we have only tentatively included it in our 

list of cross sections that we plan to measure. The flux measure

ments themselves have significant physics interest since the 

forward production spectra of ~-, 3- and 0- gives insight into the 

exchange mechanics leading to high strangeness states. Another 

interesting question we would investigate is whether charged 

hyperons are produced with significant polarization similar to 
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the substantial polarization of. AO·s seen in Fermilab E8. We 
11

would also search for new particles with lifetimes of _10

seconds. It is worth noting that no n- particles have. been 

detected at Fermilab and only a few ~- have been seen in bubble 

chamber pictures so we feel that this lifetime range is very 

poorly explored at Fermilab energies. Our physics goals are the 

same as in the original proposal and we refer the reader to it 

for a more detailed discussion. The extensions are due to the. 
increased accelerator energy (E97 was proposed when Fermilab's 

accelerator was a 200 GeV machine) and the higher intensity 

available in the Proton Laboratory. 

Hyperon Fluxes 

Figure 1 shows the available data on the production cross 

sections for the charged hyperons. The data shows the invariant 

cross section plotted as a function of a, the hyperon momenta 

divided by the incident beam momenta. In this range it is very 

close to the Feynman x variable. The data shown are measurements 

from the CERN and BNL hyperon experiments. We assume that these 

cross sections scale to Fermilab energies. In the following 

wdiscussion we assume that the n- is below the flux by the same 

ratio that the ~- flux is below the !- flux. With channel designs 
·45discussed in the next section we should be able to attain 10 -10 

t-, 102-103 t+ and ~-, and a few n- per pulse assuming a total 

of -106 particles per pulse exiting the hyperon beam channel. 

These are extraordinary hyperon fluxes~ the fractional content of 

t- is comparable to that of K- in Meson Area beam lines~ the n
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fluxes would allow one to equal the world sample of 0- in one or 

two minutes! 

The Hyperon Beam Channel 

The design of the hyperon channel has evolved from the rather 

crude design in our original proposal - remember no hyperon beam 

had yet operated - to our latest and most sophisticated version 

described in TM-6l0 by A. Roberts and S. Snowdon, which is attached. 

Intermediate versions are described in our hyperon decay proposal 

E353 and the attached internal note by C. Ankenbrandt. A simpli

fied drawing of the Roberts and Snowdon design is shown in Fig. 

2. Figure 3 is the design of the hyperon beam for the CERN SPS. 

Both designs use superconducting quadrupole magnets to increase 

the acceptance and to render the beam parallel so that a qifferen

tial Cerenkov counter can be effectively used. The superconducting 

quadrupole design was pioneered by the CERN group and. used success

fully in their experiment done about six years ago. The quadru

.poles we propose to use are very similar to those being planned 

for use in the Fermilab Energy Doubler/Saver. The maximum channel 

momentum is 360 GeV/c. The hyperon fluxes quoted in the previous 

section are typical and the reader is referred to TM-6l0 for details. 

If 1000 GeV protons were available from the Energy Doubler/ 

Saver they could be utilized with the present design. Although 

the maximum channel momentum is fixed at 360 GeV/c, increasing the 

incident proton energy from 400 to 1000 GeV would correspond to 

changing the a in Fig. 1 from 0.90 to 0.36 and hence much larger 

flux of the heavier hyperons 2- and 0-. Of course if one wanted 
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a hyperon beam at higher momenta, additional magnets would have 


to be added to the channel. This would be desirable for studies 


of the s-dependencies of strong interaction processes but for 


, studies of the decay properties of hyperons it is not necessarily 

the higher hyperon energy that is desirable but the increased 

flux. 

Cerenkov Counter 

An integral part of the system is a Cerenkov detector which 

we have designed to identify hyperons as they exit the channel. 

This counter is described in the enclosed ,technical note FNAL, 

YJS-l by J. Sandweiss. The counter and the design of the hyperon 

channel must be considered together in order to match their accept

ances. This counter uses a Channel Electron Multiplier Arfay (CEMA) 

to achieve simultaneous identification of the three charged hyper

ons. The CEMA technology is advancing rapidly and provides a way 

of'obtaining high spatial resolution with the quantum efficiency 

of the best photomultipliers. This "Phase I" design has as a back

up position the ability to substitute a conventional photomultiplier 

for the CEMA. The very desirable feature of simultaneous identifi 

cation of the three hyperon types would not be possible in this 

alternative. 

Analysis Magnets 

We feel that analysis magnets somewhat larger than those re


quested in the original E97 proposal would be highly desirable. 


Two of the newly designed ECHO series of magnets 12 x 24 x 72" 


.~~~"--'-------------
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would appear to be adequate .for a substantial initial program. 

The full program of weak interaction physics proposed in E353 

would benefit if the first analysis magnet had larger aperture 

'and higher field integral. For both E97 and E353 we would be 

willing to undertake the initial program with two of the ECHO 

series magnets. 

Instrumentation 

The instrumentaion in our original proposal was state of the 

art in 1970 but antiquated by modern standards. We would use 

instead of the high resolution spark chambers (0 -65~) propor

tional chambers which we have developed and successfully used 

for E69 which have similar spatial resolution. We would use the 

E69 high resolution chambers which have a 3 cm aperture but in 

addition would have to build at least one cluster of such cham

bers with approximately double that aperture. Althou~h chambers 

of that size and resolution have not been built before, we believe 

we have that technology well in hand. 

The proportional chamber readout system used in E69 would 

also be used for the hyperon experiment except that we would re

design that section of it which uses a LeCroy hybrid circuit 

containing a one shot delay. This now represents a substantial 

electronic dead time (-600 nsec) which we believe can be greatly 

reduced., We are well satisfied with the system organization of 

our E69 readout system and in particular the ease with which it 

allows the proportional wire chamber addresses to be interfaced 

to our analog processors. These analog processor allow us to 

--.-..•-.-----~----.-.-.----.-----.-, ..-----.----, --'--._
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trigger on tracks which appear to change directon (kinks which 

could indicate a scatter or decay). Such a system has demonstrated 

its utility and reliability in E69 and we would plan to use a up

dated version of it in our hyperon program. 

During the last few years our group has developed and tested 

small high resolution (50-100~) drift chambers. We believe these 

chambers can be scaled up to sizes of about I m2 and have spatial 

resolutions of about 100~. A special precision wire placement 

machine is now being completed for the construction of these cham

bers. A prototype drift chamber readout system matching this 

chamber resolution has been constructed and is ready for testing. 

We thus would like to replace the spark chambers used for the 

momentum analysis of the hyperon decay products by drift chambers • . 
We estimate that the flux measurements and new particle 

search will require about 600 hours of accelerator time and the 

measurements of the differential cross sections will require 

another 600 hours. 
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target must not quench the superconductivity: this appears 

feasible. The total thermal load due to the beam likewise seems 

tolerable. The effects of radiation damage on the superconduct

ing coil appear not to be important. 

c. Magnet Design: BM1 

The length and field strength of BM1 are, in a sense, free 

parameters for the system; they are not critical. Since the 

overall shielding and, more important,_ the muon deflection, de

pend on them, an overall length of 7.0 m and a 30. kgauss field 

were decided on when the maximum hyperon momentum contemplated 

was 240 GeV/c. A few computations were made with a 5 m length; 

the overall savings in length was only 1.5 m, since longer focus

ing magnets were required. The longer value seemed desirable both 

for muon deflection and for shielding. The magnetic field was 

originally fixed at a conservative 30 kG. 

As important as the narrow central field region is the 

secondary "weak" field region, in which the field is lower but· 

where most of the flux is. This is the part of the magnet, 

filled with absorber, in which the major portion of the muon halo 

is deflected away from the downstream detection apparatus. Fig

ure II-2 shows a cross-section of BM1 as presently conceived, and 

Fig. I1-3 a detail of the coil cryostat. 

The "weak" field region determines the momentum that muons 

must have to reach the return yoke before they leave the magnet. 

Muons that reach it will be deflected back toward the downstream 

detectors; this momentum limit should be as low as possible. 
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The four magnets required would all have magnetic fields 

as large as can be conveniently achieved,. so that their lengths 
" . 

can be minimized. For the required apertures, it appears that 

conventional quadrupo1es would be about twice as long as super-

conducting ones. For this and a variety of other reasons, inc1u

ding energy, saving, initial cost, and operating cost, it seems 

desirable to look to superconducting magnet designs, and we have 

concentrated on these. 

Fig. II-1. Achromatic HYperon beam, schematic. 

The superconducting quadrupole pair require as high a grad-" 

ient as possible to keep the length down. The final value chosen 

for the gradient was 10 kgauss/cm (25 kgauss/in) which gives 

reasonable lengths and promises sufficiently small aberrations. 

The first magnet, BM1, combines momentum selection, beam 

dumping, and muon deflection. It is patterned after a similar 

magnet' used, with much lower intensity proton beams, by experi

ment E8 in beam M2, for the production of neutral hyperon beams. 

BM1 is also subject to the constraint that if a superconducting 

coil is used, the thermal pulse due to radiation from the proton" 
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energy muons, whose trajectory differs little from that of the 

main channel. 

HALO also allows the insertion of muon absorbers and deflec

tors of various sorts, so that muon backgrounds can .be minimized. 

B. Beam Layout 

Figure II-1 shows a schematic of the proposed hyperon beam. 

The beam includes a momentum-selecting dipole, BM1, a quadrupole 

doublet Q1V and Q2H, a reverse bend BM2, and a focusing Cerenkov 

detector. 

The reverse bend is due to a suggestion by C. M. Ankenbrandt9 , 

and significantly modifies the dispersive beam originally propose~ 

for EXp. 97. Without the reverse bend the beam may be character

ized as a simple dispersive point-to-para11e1 focusing system, in 

which particles in a narrow momentum range are essentially parallel, 

but the beam is dispersed in direction according to their momen

tum. The introduction of the reverse bend has the effect of allow

ing the beam to be achromatized over a significant momentum range 

several percent - so that the emergent beam is all effectively 

parallel within this range. The major advantage of this modifica

tion is the great simplification and increase of detection effic

iency of the Cerenkov detector that follows. A much simpler, 

more or less conventional focusing detector can now be used, and 

the phase space of the beam will match its admittance. To achieve 

this in the dispersive beam required a rather elaborate image

dissecting systems. The achromatic design was apparently consid

ered at one time by the CERN group, but abandoned for reasons not 

entirely clear to us. 
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impossible to absorb. For this purpose we have adapted to our 

use the CERN program HALO, which can trace muons arising from 

pion or kaon decay through any beam transport system using stand

ard transport magnets for which a map of the magnetic field 

can be supplied. Unfortunately the repertory of standard magnets 

is based on standard CERN designs, and does not include all the 

design types one would like to try. For our purposes, it was 

found necessary to modify HALO by adding a provision to include 

muons produced directly in the target by the primary protons. 

At high transverse momenta, such muons are known to be present 

to an abundance of 2 x 10-4 as compared with the pions; we have 

assumed the same ratio for the forward direction as well.* Thus. 

for high-energy pions which enter the beam dump, and which have 

available only a short decay path, the relative contribution to 

the muon halo of the directly produced muons will exceed that of 

the pion decay for energies above 90 d GeV, where d is the decay 

path in meters. 

In order to carry out the HALO calculations, it is necessary 

to have a fairly accurate idea of the actual iron configurations 

of the magnets used. This is especially important for the·high 

*Note added in proof. New data from Adair et al. (private 
communications) have just been received, which indicate lO'Yler 
yields in the forward direction by factors of 2 to 5, depending 
on the muon energy. They arrived too late to incorporate in the 
present report; their effect will clearly be to lower the pre
dicted muon backgrounds by at least a factor of 2 for muons 
above 50 - 75 GeV/c. 

---------------------------------------_....._-
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II. DESIGN OF THE BEAM TRANSPORT 

A. Procedure 

The procedure used to investigate the beam design has been 

as follows: 

1) Use of the beam-optimizing program TRANSPORT to deter

mine the magnet characteristics to achieve desired beam perform

ance. TRANSPORT will optimize on any well defined beam parameter, 

subject to a large variety of constraints. One can specify the 

proton target dimensions, the acceptable hyperon solid angle, 

momentum range, and the focusing requirements; magnet aberrations, 

slits, misalignments, etc. can be introduced; and both first and 

second order calculations can be made. 

2) A necessary supplement to TRANSPORT is TURTLE, a ray

tracing routine which verifies and amplifies the predictions 

of TRANSPORT by actually tracing rays through the system. TURTLE 

assumes lumped beam elements whose properties can be described in 

the usual multipole expansions. To the extent that the beam 

conforms to these assumptions, its output is correct to all orders. 

The histogramming facilities of TURTLE allow the phase space if 

the beam anywhere in the system is to be accurately pictured. 

3) In addition to the calculation of the beam phase-space 

parameters, it is also important to determine the flux of back

ground muons that inevitably accompanies any proton target bom

bardment. In the case of the relatively short hyperon beam this 

presents special difficulties, since without corrective action 

the detectors could readily be swamped by high energy muons 
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As we will see, we should be able to separate L from 

~ up to at least 320 GeV/c. 
. . 

f 
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D. Multiple Tagging 

The tagging requirement introduces another. possibili,ty at 

the other end of the scale. The relative abundance of hyperons 

observed in the negative beam is expected to be about in the 

ratio 105, 10 3 , 1, for r-, B- and 'n- respectively; in addition 

there is a large accompanying flux of pions and other junk. We 

must be able to tag each of these three hyperon components 

correctly. Multiple tagging is not needed for sigma or cascade 

detection; it would be most useful in allowing rare omega 

events to be accumulated while studying the more abundant particles. 

Multiple tagging is useful in a negative sense, in that it 

can be used for anti-coincidence signals to give purer tagging 

signals. In this sense it is an important feature of Cerenkov 

counter design. 

E. Mass Resolution 

Aside from multiple tagging, the greatest difficulty arises 

in the need to distinguish particles whose masses are nearly the 

same and whose velocity differences are therefore small. The 

most difficult case is of course the separation of sigma from 

xi. The mass difference is only 10%, and the velocity differences 

at high energy eventually vanish: there is always a maximum 

momentum at which separation is feasible for any particular experi

mental setup. The angular separation Ae at a cone angle e is 

given by 

.156/E2 , E in GeV/c, e and AS in rad. 
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it is possible to design a flexible optical system to use small 

cone angles and greater lengths to give better resolution at high 

energies, and large cone angles and shorter lengths at low ener

gies where the decay is more rapid. 

C. Tagging 

The ability to tag individual hyperons (absent in our BNL 

experiments) allows many experiments otherwise difficult or im

possible. An example is the study of branching ratios among 

different decay modes, which is necessary, e.g., for a study of 

the aI = 1/2 selection rule. It is this requirement that makes 

the use of a Cerenkov detector mandatory, despite the additional 

decay length introduced. However, it is important that the 

Cerenkov detector have a high efficiency for detecting beam 

particles; its acceptance should match, or at least approach 

the beam phase space, otherwise the study of rare particles like 

the omega is greatly handicapped. 

The original dispersive beam first proposed4 for the hyperon 

beam suffered severely from this difficulty; particles of a 

given momentum were parallel, but the dispersion meant that the 

direction varied with momentum, and'this led to efforts to design 

special Cerenkov detectors of the image-dissecting types, that 

could cope with this problem. The need for this complexity has 

nuw been removed by the introduction of the achromatic beam, which 

will allow matching to, the acceptance of a conventional Cerenkov 

detector. 
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the pion (and other light particle) flux in the charged beam, 

and the diffuse muon background produced in the same target as 

the hyperons. The total beam flux is limited not so much by 

the proton beam current or the beam optics, but by the need to 

individually count beam particles. The muon flux downstream, 

in drift chambers and other large area detectors, must be tolera

ble at the full intensity level of the beam~ this requirement 

imposes a need for a special muon-deflecting magnet at the front 

end of the beam. 

6} Since the beam will contain a momentum bite of several 

percent, it must also include means for measuring the momentum 

of individual hyperons to at least 0.5%, in order to give 

sufficiently precise information for kinematic reconstructions. 

B. Decay Lengths 

The overriding consideration in beam design is the short 

lifetime of all known hyperons. The decay lengths are conveniently 

stated in units of length per GeV/c, since they are proportional 

to momentum. For L-, the decay length is 3.71 cm/GeV/ct for E-, 

3.75; for 0-, 2.3 ::~~t and for L+' 2.00 cm/GeV/c. At 150 GeV/c 

the L- decay length is thus 5.67 meters, and at 400 GeV/c it is 

14.8 meters. At 400 GeV/c one can think in terms of 40 to 50 

meter beams of sigmas. The omega decay length imposes a more 

stringent constraint, since the yields are much lower and the 

lifetime more uncertairi. The most stringent constraint arises 

at the lowest momentum at which ~t is desired to work. It is 

fortunate that the properties of Cerenkov detectors are such that 
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The design criteria for an ideal charged hyperon beam thus 

include the following points: 

1) Since baryon yields are maximal in the forward direction, 

the secondary beam should be taken in the forward direction for 

best signal-to-noise ratio. 

2) At any primary proton energy, the secondary beam should 

be capable of covering a fairly wide range of alpha (ratio of 

secondary to primary momentum.) The yields of different hyperons 

are known (from our BNL workG) to peak at different values of 

alpha. 

3) For maximum flexibility it is wise to design for the full 

range of primary proton energies likely to be available in the 

next few years, and for as wide a hyperon momentum range as possible. 

A suitable range is 150 - 400 GeV. 

4) The beam should provide for identifying and tagging the 

various particles composing it. By tagging, we mean providing 

a prompt electronic identification signal for use in event logic. 

The ability to simultaneously identify and tag all the particles 

in the beam is not required; the particles lighter than protons 

need not be separated, only rejected. The minimum requirement is 

to tag at least one kind of hyperon at a time; it is desirable 

to be able to tag more than one, but not essential. 

5) The beam characteristics and shielding must be such as 

to provide an adequate flux of hyperons for experiments without 

an excessive background. Two different backgrounds are of concern: 

( 
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I. DESIGN OF FERMILAB CHARGED HYPERON BEAM 

A. Requirements 

The design study to be described is a continuation of earlier 

studies for a charged hyperon beam, whose results have been em

Sbodied in several reports, as well as proposals for experiments 1 - • 

It deals only with the production of a beam of charged, tagged 

hyperons; the experimental equipment for the study of decays 

and interactions will be treated elsewhere. 

Until early in 1975, the general assumption was that a charged 

hyperon beam would be built in the meson area, replacing the neu- . 

tral hyperon ·beam in M2. The beam design therefore used the same 

large sweeping-analyzing-beam-dumping magnet. The beam design 

was, in fact, of minimum sophistication; aimed at a maximum momen

tum of 150 GeVlc, it included only a bending magnet and a quadru

pole pair, to give point-to-parallel focusing, but with the momentum 

dispersion imposed by the bending magnet. 

The requirement of a parallel beam is due to the need to iden

tify beam particles. The negative beam contains at least eight 

different kinds of particles, the positive six, not counting in 

either case the anti-hyperons present; adding them brings the count 

to 9 in both cases. Particle identification in such a beam is best 

done by a focusing Cerenkov detector, which demands a parallel 

beam. The Yale-NAL-BNL hyperon beam at BNL did not include a 

Cerenkov detector, (and we sometimes wished it had); the correspond

ing CERN PS beam did have one. At Fermilab energies, where the 

additional length required for a Cerenkov detector is far less 

costly in hyperon decay than at BNL, such a detector is clearly 

worthwhile. 
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For the Cerenkov detector, the DISC is rejected as less 

flexible than the focusing counter. In later phases of the work, 

if and when CEMA (channel electron multiplier array) image 

intensifier tubes with segmented anodes becomes available, the 

system should become capable of simultaneously processing all 

the hyperons. 

3) The reduction in muon background to be expected with 

a special beam-dumping, muon-deflecting first bending magnet 

has been investigated, using the program HALO. The residual 

background is worst at the lowest values of alpha; but even 

there the background level still seems well within tolerable 

limits. 

4) All magnets, including the beam dump, may use super

conducting coils; the quadrupoles require them to achieve the 

necessary gradients. 
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DESIGN OF A CHARGED HYPERON BEAM TRANSPORT SYSTE~ 

AND CERENKOV DETECTOR FOR THE ENERGY RANGE 

150 - 400 GeV 

by 

A. Roberts and S. C. Snowdon 
Fermi 	National Accelerator Laboratory, 

Batavia, Illinois 60510 

ABSTRACT 

The design of a charged hyperon beam to cover the momentum 

range 150 - 400 GeV/c at Fermilab is investigated. The following 

conclusions are reached: 

1) An achromatic beam design is superior to a conventional 

dispersive beam; it allows the production of a parallel beam, 

the use of Cerenkov detectors of much simpler and more powerful 

design, and particle identification and tagging to higher momenta. 

In addition, with a conventional detector, a wider momentum range 

can be accepted. 

2) Beams to cover the range 150 - 400 GeV can be designed~ 

the change required to cover this range may be merely retuning, 

but this is wasteful of decay length. The recommended arrangement 

is to change the cone angle of the focusing Cerenkov detector 

from 7 to 11.5 mrad to cover the range, with a corresponding 

change in length, 15 m and 7 m. Separation of sigma from xi 

should be feasible to energies of 320 GeV or more. 
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For example, for the specific beam design already described, the horizontal 

positio~s Xu and xd upstream and downstream of the vertically focusing quad 

are given by 

Xu = x +.5 x I - .075 d o 0 

and xd = 1.24 xo + .794 x
0 

' -.145 cl 
where x ,x 't and S are the position, slope , and momentum offset of the 

o 0 

original ray at the target in units of cm, mrad, and %respectively. Elimi

,nating 	x from these equations givest 
o 


.794 X -.5 x = .174 x + 001288 
u d 0 

Using this linear combination to measure momentum and assmning standard 

deviations of 60 microns on Xu and xd and a horizontal target size of 1 mrn,. 

we find an uncertainty of 0::=+ 0.6%, with approximately equal contributions 
~-

from chamber resolution and target size. This is only a little worse than 

the accuracy that can be achieved by measuring the horizontal angle in the 

Stefanski design. 

OTHER CONSEQUENCES 

There are other real advantages to a highly parallel be&~. Beam halo 

can easily be eliminated by requiring that the beam be parallel, say by 

( 	 c~mbers on either side of the Cerenkov counter. Straight-thrus can similarly 

be rejected by looking at the beam angle do\v.nstream of the interaction or 

decay region. Beam veto counters can be made smaller. Further, if it becomes 

necessary to deaden the beam region of downstream detectors, thes.e dead spots ... 
can also be made smaller. 'Finally the acceptance will be slightly larger 

for a given solid angle subtended by downstream detectors and/or apertures. 
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reaso~ is that the horizontally focusing quadrupole already uancels most of 

the momentum dispersion of the beam, particularly when separation is provided 

between the quads and when the second quad focuses horizontally. The following 

result is most pertinent to the Cere!L~ov detector design: for an initial 

beam phase space of (:t)0.5 mm)X(± 0-.5 mr) in both views and dp/p:=?= 5%, the 

output beam has angular spreads of ± 0.035 mrad and ± 0.14 mrad in the 

horizontal and vertical directions respectively. The vertical angular 

spread is larger because the effective focal length is shorter in the vertical. 

Nonlinear chromatic effects in the quadrupoles, not included in the TRANSPORT 

calculation, would tend to increase these angular divergences; they can 

presumably be kept to tolerable levels by limiting the momentUm spread of 

the beam. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR CERENKOV COUNTER 

Tne simplifications which result for the Cerenkov counter are enormous. 

Simple circular apertures in the focal plane of a DISC-type counter will 

select definite velocities. (In practice some azimuthal segmenting of aper

tures may be desirable as in standard DISC designs; but the essential 

point is that all images will be concentric- circles.) In a broad-band 

beam,velocity selection will not suffice for particle identification in the 

most stringent cases (if dp/p=±5%, then mot" /Pmin ";t m-:-/pmax); however a 

crude measurement of momentQ~ (as might be provided by say a horizontal posi

tion measurement at the quadrupole exit: position and momentum are fai~ly 

well correlated there) would suffice for particle identification. One can 

easily conceive then a tw.o-dimensional matrix of Cerenkov ring radius 

versus horizontal PWC position to select specific hyperons for the trigger. 

I need hardly emphasize that DISC-type counters are well-designed, existing, 

debugged,proven devices. Tne savings in design effort and prqbably in cost 

are large. Detection efficiencies will also be most likely considerably 

larger, not only because the whole Cerenkov ring is usable but beca~se high

grade commercially available photomultipliers can be used. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR HYPERON MOMENTUl'JI DETERMINATION 

Tbe beam.BHBe11tum can no l.Gnser be det;e;n;ained d.i.reetlT fram. horl.zQn:ta.1 

angle; however, no essent:ial complication should ensue.. That is,a.hori2on

tal position measurement at two places" say between ~ and ~ and beween. 

QV and BR (i.e. on either side of the vertically focusing quad), will still 

determine the mO':Il>sntum although the algorithm will be more complicated. 
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A NEW HYPERON BEAM CONCEPT 

Chuck Ankenbrandt 
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In previous hyperon beam designs, a large angular dispersion exists at 

the exit of the magnet system. While this correlation between momentum 

and horizontal angle somewhat simplifies hyperon momentum measurements, 

it severely complicates any attempt to trigger on and/or to tag specific 

-hyperons via a Cerenkov detector. 

This note outlines a new beam design which solves this problem with 

surprisingly few attendant disadvantages and some accompanying advantages. 

Concepts are emphasized because there has been no real attempt to optimize 

the design which will be described; I am circulating it in preliminary 

form in order to enlist the superior intuition of those of you who have 

done hyperon experiments before. 

The basic new idea is to remove the net angular dispersion by incorporat

ing a reverse bend downstream of the main channel sweeping magnet. (It will 

turn out that a quite short reverse bend will suffice.) The adverse effects 

on background muon fluxes at the experimetJ.;C which might seem at first sight 

( to result fro~ this modification can be ~e8~ avoided by designing the second 

bending magnet with a horizontally narrow pole tip and marrow coils,so that 

most muons will in fact enter the return yoke of this magnet where they 

will continue to be swept away from the hyperon beam as in Figure 1. 

The second dipole magnet then will ~ to the background sweeping power of 

the first; ideally it would be superconducting to minimize coil croSs-section. 

A logical place to incorporate this second bend is between the two 

quadrupole magnets which are still included in the deSign; this provides 

~eparation between the quads, thereby allowing their lengths to be reduced. 

Relative to the original Fermilab beam design (Stefanski F~239), the overall 

beam length can then be reduced if we start from scratch with a new shorter 

dipole as the first beam element; or the length will only slightly increase 

if we stick with the presently existing magnet. The CEHN des~gn could be 

modified to this configuration by merely reversing their second dipole. 

FJ..gure 2illuatrate,& a.fi.rst. attempt.· a~.an actual. beam. cl8aign. v.i:tn.' 

reali.stic pa:ra:meters fit. by ~~ (See ·me··:for 'tim'. edIlple'te.~ 

outP-..It .. ) It is worth emphasizing that Figure 2 istc-. scale in. z, that is, 

a q~ite short reverse bend will make the emerging beam achromatic. The 
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In August 1975 it_was decided, in view of probable develop

ments in proton energy to extend the. maximum en~rgy of the .. 
secondary beam to 400 GeV/c. When this was done it turned out 

that the 30 kg field and 7 m length gave insufficient dispersion 

at 400 GeV/c to allow the design of a satisfactory slit system 

to limit the momentum acceptance. The possible remedies were to 

increase the length of the magnet or to increase its field. Since 

by far the greatest fraction of the flux in the magnet is devoted 

to muon deflection in the "weak lf field region (see Fig .. II-2) it 

proved to be possible to increase the field along the hyperon 

trajectory to 40 kgauss, which is sufficient for our needs. 

Radiation Quenching 

Figure II-4, for which we are indebted to A. Van Ginneken, 

shows the relative intensity contours for the energy deposited 

in a large iron beam dump by a 400 GeV/c proton. The contours 
. 3 

represent the energy dissipated per unit volume, in GeV/cm per 

incident 400 GeV/c proton. The maximum value at the coil loca

tion corresponds to 10-5 GeV/cm3 , or 1.6 x 10-15 jou1es/cm3 ·400 

1012GeV proton. For a proton beam burst, this becomes 1.6 • 10-3 

jOu1es/em3 pulse. For copper, density 9., specific heat c = p 

1.0 x 10-4 jou1es/gm.degree at 40 K, we find 1.75 x 10-4 joules! 

gm. pulse, giving rise to a temperature rise of just over a 

degree (the specific heat increases as the cube of the temperature) • 

More important, the pulse is not short enough to be adiabatic pro

vided the magnet is designed with a short thermal time constant. 

Unpublished experiments by G. DanbylO on a magnet with a short 
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(_ 0.1 ,sec.) thermal time constant, using beams with a 1 sec. 
-4 . 

flat top, indicate that a safe limit is about 6. x 10 jou1es/gm. 

pulse, with quenching at -33.10 jou1es/gm. pulse. We conclude 

that a superconducting coil can be made and used safely. In prac

tice the peak heat load may perhaps be reduced with local tung

sten shielding in the weak field gap. 

Radiation DamaC;re 

Superconductors are themselves not particularly susceptible 

to radiation damage, and the radiation levels in the coils are 

not thought to offer any hazard to the superconductor or to its 

associated copper and stainless steel supports. However, one 

must watch out for insulators, e.g., epoxy. If they cannot be 

entirely avoided, perhaps they can be kept out of the high inten

sity radiation regions. 

Removable Central Region 

Like its predecessor, it is envisaged that the central region 

of BM1, comprising perhaps four to eight inches to each s'ide of 

the center line, and one or two inches of pole face, should be 

made so as to be removable. This would include a considerable 

portion of the beam dump, the target, the collimator and slit 

system. Thus a change of trajectory could be achieved with rela

tive ease; and all critical alignments could be carried out on 

the bench in a radiation-free environment. 

Neutral Beams 

Since the sagitta of the charged hyperon beam is only an 
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inch 	or so, the use of BM1 as a sweeping magnet for a neutral 

beam 	appears straightforward. All that is required is' to change 

the central beam section to one with a straight path and corres

ponding cOllimation. 

D. 	 Quadrupole Pair 

The quadrupole pair will have to be superconducting, or else 

the gradients will have to be drastically reduced, and the quads 

correspondingly longer. There seems to be no reason why they 

cannot be superconducting: magnets not too different from the 

ones proposed have been built at Argonne. At the exit of the 

bending magnet BM1 we are outside the beam dump, and radiation 

heating or damage is no longer a serious problem. A design that 

permits a useful aperture about 3 em in diameter has been worked 

out, and is shown in Fig. II-S. 

E. 	 BM2 

Not too much attention has been given to BM2. It is assumed 

that the design of a uniform field dipole, with at most a 3-cm 

gap, and a 40-kG field, with a superconducting coil in a low 

radiation intensity environment, should not offer any great 

difficulties. It is desirable, though not essential, for it to 

be a C-magnet rather than an H-type, if possible; this will tend 

to decrease the muon flux refocused along the beam. 
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III. DETAILS OF BEAM TRANSPORT DESIGN 

A. TRANSPORT Calculations 

A fixed length and field, were postulated for the first 

bending magnet, BM1. The order of the three remaining compon

ents - the quadrupole pair and the reverse bend - was varied, and 

it was determined that by far the best results came with the 

vertical focusing quad first, and the horizontal focusing quad 

last. The criterion for the design was to minimize simultaneously 

the angular divergence of the outgoing beam and the momentum dis

persion. The quantities specified were the dipole fields and the 

quadrupole gradients and apertures. The quantities varied for 

optimization were the lengths of the two quadrupoles and the 

reverse bend. 0.2 m drift spaces separated all magnets. 

B. TURTLE Calculations 

Using the data for lengths thus supplied by TRANSPORT, runs 

were made with TURTLE to plot the phase space occupied by the 

beam at various points along it; at first with a " zero ppase

space" beam, in which the x, x', y, and y' ranges of the beam 

were infinitesimal, and the momentum spread alone allowed to be 

large: thus the focusing could be examined as a function of 

momentum. To determine the effects of target size, proton beam 

phase space, aperture and slit constraints, one then can simply 

insert these quantities one at a time and observe the effect. 

Figures III-l to 6 show a set of such runs for the 400 GeV/c beam. 

Second-order focusing was used in all runs. 
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Fig. III-2. Same as Fig. III-1, with 25-cm target, no momentum-defining slits. 
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TWO DIMENSIONAL PLOT OF XPR VS OP/P 
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Fig. 111-3. Same as Fig. 111-2, with addition of momentum-defining slits. 
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Fig. 111-4. Phase-space plot of y' vs. momentum (in %dp/p). 

ftZero " phase-space beam (point: target). 
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F~6' III-5. Same as Fig. I11-4, with 25-cm target, no momentum-defining slits. 
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TWO DIMENSIONAL PLOT OF VPR VS OP/P 
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Fig. 111-6. Same as Fig. 111-5, with addition of momentum-defining slits. 
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In addition the effects of magnet aberrations or imperfec

tions could be investigated, as well as end effects and the effects 

of various beam misaligments. 

C. 	 RAYTRACE Calculations 

Since TURTLE is a matrix procedure using lumped elements, 

it does not handle end effects and fringing fields explicitly for 

quadrupoles (it can of course include edge focusing effects for 

dipoles.) Since the required parallelism of the output beam is 

rather stringent, it was thought to be worth while to check the 

results of TURTLE by means of a ray-tracing program, which would 

automatically be correct to all orders, since it simply inte

grates the Lorentz equations of motion. The only limit with such 

a program is that involved in specifying the field accurately 

enough. 

An MIT ray-tracing program, which we renamed RAYTRACE, 

furnished by S. Kowalski, was used for this purpose. The program 

is not designed for high energy physics use, but for spectrometers 

in the I GeV region; consequently it is set up with rather 

different objectives in mind. However, it was found to be usable. 

The axial rays give results identical to those of TURTLE. The 

results of other rays, selected to sample the phase space, were 

in good agreement with TURTLE results. This indicates that the 

fringing field effects are essentially negligible. 

D. 	 HALO Calculations 

The muon background at the downstream detector position was 
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investigated by forcing decay of all pions at 0.5 meters from 

the target. As explained above, it was necessary to add directly 

produced muons, since they constitute the largest part of the 

background above 50 to 100 GeV. The design of BMl is such that 

all low energy muons are deflected far away from the spectrometer 

detectors. Only the highest energy muons, which closely parallel 

the hyperon beam and traverse the hyperon beam transport magnets, 

contribute to the final background. There is a small flux of 

very low energy muons (15 GeV and less-) that reach the return 

yoke of BMI and are deflected back toward the detectors; few in 

number, they have been ignored). Filling the gap of BMI with an 

absorber l{ke eu or Zn has the beneficial effect of degrading and 

scattering the muons, thus decreasing the background • 

. The HALO calculations show that the greatest flux of inter

fering particles at the downstream detectors is found when the 

hyperon beam is tuned to energies considerably lower than the 

incident beam energy, i.e., at low values of alpha. In view of 

these findings, it is not necessary to consider adding special 

muon deflecting magnets or shields at this time. The major 

background is that which traverses the iron of the beam trans

port magnets. It is of relatively high momentum; in fact, near 

the hyperon momentum. 

Figure III-7 indicates the result of alSO GeV/c HALO run 

(a = 0.5) with all beam magnets in place, with 300 GeV/c protons 

incident. The plot indicates the geometrical location of halo 

particles striking a detector plane 52.8 m downstream from the 
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Fig. 1II-7. Muon halo background at a detector plane 52.8 m downstream from the target. Proton beam 300 Gev/c, hyperon 
beam, 150 Gev/c. Horizontal and vertical cooridinates in mID. One halo particle represents 1000 muons. The origin is 
the intersection of the central beam ray with the detector plane. .
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target. The coordinates are in rom, the origin at the location of 

the transmitted hyperon beam. Each halo particle represents 

. 3 3 lOll. .1000 muons; t h e b earn 1S . x 1nteract1ng protons. 

We see that the peak intensity, between ± 100 rom points, 

reaches 25 halo particles or 2.5 x 10 4 muons in a strip 2 cm wide 

by 60 cm high at the location of the primary beam. If this is 

the area covered by a single drift-chamber collecting wire, it 

indicates that the peak background muon flux averages one particle 

every 40 vsec during the beam spill. A 10 em lateral displacement 

will reduce this peak value by a factor of 5. The muon halo 

spectrum ranges from about 60 to 230 GeV/c, peaking around 110. 

As noted above, the new data of Adair et al.,s indicate that the 

above numbers are too high by at least a factor of 2. 
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IV. RESULTS OF BEAM DESIGN CALCULATIONS 


Three different momenta were used in the principal phase 
. 
of the design study, and TRANSPORT calculations made for them; 

most of the preliminary work was done at 240 GeV/c .. The major 

beam parameters obtained are shown in Table IV-l. The quadru

pole gradients were 10 kgauss/cm., the bending magnet field·s 30 

kgauss. Elements are separated by 0.2 m drift spaces. 

As may be seen from Table IV-l, the change in field in the 

dipoles from 400a to 400b does not change the beam optics ·or mag

net lengths. The desired improvement in dispersion is evident 

only when slits are inserted. 

! 
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TABLE IV-1 

A. 	 Magnet lengths in meters, deflection angles in degrees, 
for the Achromatic beam, with zero phase space. 400a 
and 400b refer respectively to runs with the dipoles 
at 30 and 40 kgauss respectively 

Beam Element Momentum, GeV/c 

240 320 400a 400b 
(30 kG) (40 kG) 

BM1 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 

Q1V 1.959 2.540 3 .. 092 3.092 

BM2 1.699 1.584 1.486 1.486 

Q2H 1.319 1.673 1.996 1.995 

Bend, BM1 1.503 1.127 .902 1.203 

Bend, BM2 -.365 -.255 -.192 -.256 

Total Bend 1.138 .872 .710 .947 

Total Beam Length. 12.58 13.40 14.17 14.17 

B. 	 Parameters for Achromatic Focusing 

Momentum, 	 GeV/c a b c 

240 0.002 .0012 .0037 

320 .002 .0014 .0028 


400a .002 .0006 .0023 


400b .002 .0016 .0032 


The parameters for achromatic focusing a, b, and c refer 

to the empirical equation representing Xl focusing: 

Xl = 	a + by + cy 2 (IV-1) 

where y represents percent momentum deviation from the central 
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value, and Xl is in mrad. The momentum values y at which x' 

reaches a given value V can be obtained by solving the equation 

y = -b/2c ± (b2 + 4 vc)1/2/2c 	 (IV-2) 

E.G., for Xl = -.018 at 320 GeV/c, which gives a total span of 

x, of .020 mrad, we find the two values of yare +2.93, - 2.43 

(for a 	 zero size target). 

It is noteworthy that the rate of change of overall length 

of the beam with the energy between 240 and 400 GeV/c is almost 

exactly 1.00 cm.per GeV/c. But, as we have seen, the decay 

lengths of 'all the hyperons exceed 2. cm/GeV/c. Thus the fraction 

of hyperons decaying in the beam decreases with increasing energy. 

A. 	 Contributions to Beam Phase Space from Target Dimensions 

and Proton Divergence 

Target Size 

The parabola (Eq. IV-I), representing the variation of x' 

with momentum, defines the achromatic focusing property of the 

beam. The other beam properties are simpler; The mean x coordi

nate at the output, x4,changes almost linearly with momentum; 

y and y' do not change. The dispersion may be characterizedx 4 

as follows: 
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TABLE IV-2 

Dispersion at End of Beam 

Momentum Rate of Change of x4 with 
GeV/c Momentum 

240 -0.35 cm/% dp/p 

320 -0.30 cm/% 

400 -0.24 cm/% 

These numbers are relevant to the measurement of individual 

particle momenta in the beam, as we will see later on. 

To determine the effect of target size, the point of origin 

of the beam was displaced from the origin of coordinates in one 

dimension and the effect on the beam dimension observed. As 

might be anticipated, x affects mainly the conjugate coordinate 

Xl, and similarly y mainlyyl. The coupling between x and y is 

very small. In like fashion, Xl determines final x and y' the 

final y. The effect of target height and width can be summarized 

as follows: 
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TABLE IV-3 

Variation of Beam Divergence with .. 
Target Parameters 

a. Variation of Xl with 
horizontal target 
displacement x, = XII 

E, GeV/c = 240 

x It = 
.05 mr/rom 

320 

.044 

400 

.044 

b. Variation of y' with 
verticle target 
displacement y, = y" 

Y II = 
• 20 mr/rom .20 .20 . 

Target Length 

Investigation of the effect of target length on focusing 

properties shows that there is practically no observable effect 

from moving the source axially 10 cm in either direction from 

its initial position at the entrance to BM1. However, there is 

another important effect, in that the effective target height 

and width change with location along the target if the primary 

proton beam is not perfectly parallel - which of course it is not. 

This is illustrated in Fig. IV-l. 

Proton Beam Phase Space 

Table IV-4 shows values quoted to us as nominal optimum 

values to use for the phase space of the incident proton beam 

in Proton Central 1 1. They can be expected to show variations, 

of perhaps as much as a factor of 2. 
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Fig. IV-i. Target illumination by the incident proton beam. 

TABLE IV-4 

Proton-Central Beam Phase Space 

Horizontal proton beam admittance: 

Phase space area O.25~ rom. mrad 

Vertical proton beam admittance: 

Phase sp~ce area O.lO~ rom. mrad 

It can be shown that the minimum contribution to secondary beam 

angular width will be obtained when the contributions due indi

vidually to minimum beam height and to increase of height" in the 

target (because of primary beam angular divergence) are equal. 

Thus optimum shape of the primary beam phase space will depend 

upon the target length as shown in Fig. IV-I. Table IV-5 shows 

the contribution to angular spread in yt due to target length. I, 

and thickness t, and in x' due to target width, assuming the 

contribution suitably minimized. Yo and Sy are the coordinates 

of the proton beam vertical phase space, Xo and ex of the hori

zontal. 

--------------~--~-...---•..~~.•~ .. 
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TABLE IV-5 

Contributions to Angular Divergence 

from Target Length 

A. Vertical Divergence: y" = 0.20 mrad/rom (at all energies) 

Length, 1 

100 rom 

200 rom 

250 rom 

Yo 

0.1 rom 

.14 

.157 

6y 

1.0 mr 

.707 

.64 

t 

0.2 rom 

.28 

.314 

y' 

0.04 mr 

.056 

.063 

Take x" = 0.048 mr/rom asB. Horizontal Divergence: average at all energies 

Length, 1 Xo ex t Xl 

100 rom 

200 rom 

250 rom 

.158 rom 

.224 

.25 

1.6 mr 

1.1 

1.0 

.316 rom 

.45 

.50 

.016 mr 

.022 

.024 

These contributions are quite unequal, due to the much 

greater sensitivity of the beam to vertical height than to hori

zontal width. There is, however, another source of divergence 

that contributes to horizontal width alone, thus tending to 

equalize the divergence. As we have seen, this is the beam momen

tum spread and the imperfect achromatization. 
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Proton Beam Steering 

Since the secondary beam is so narrow, it will clearly be 

necessary to provide steering magnets to allow the proton beam 

to be accurately directed at the target. Control of both position 

and direction will be required. 

B. Contributions due to Momentum Width 

The momentum width permitted in the beam contributes to the 

loss of angular resolution in two ways. One is the failure to 

achieve perfect achromatization described above; the other is a 

change of radius of the Cerenkov ring, since the cone angle is a 

direct function of particle velocity. This decreases the separa

tion of particles of different masses. 

Table IV-6 summarizes these effects at 240 GeV. At higher 

energies these quantities are somewhat reduced. 

TABLE IV-6 

Effects of Target and Beam Size and Momentum 

Spread at 240 GeV 

Target Size: 250 
are 

rom x 1 nun x 
full widths 

.32 nun. 
at about 

Values shown 
90% area. 

/).x' min .05 m 

/).x· for ± 2% op .065 

/).x' for ± 3% op - .08 

/).y' min .06 

/).y' for ± 2% op .07 

/).y' for ± 3% op - .08 
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c. Effects of Magnet ImEerfections 

1) Dipoles 

was 

The effect of sextupole components in the 

investigated. In BM2 a sextupole has a 

~w

much 

o dipole. fields . 
smaller effect 

than in BMl, as might be expected; an amplitude of.OOl (0.1% 

field error 1 cm from orbit) was unnoticeable. A sextupole field 

of amplitude .001 in BMl, on the other hand, increased the de-

focusing of off-momentum particles by a factor between 2 and 2.5; 

it acts to decrease the achromatization by about 30%. The effect 

can be seen in Table IV-7, which shows how the focusing is affect

ed. For this table, the value of Xl, the horizontal angular 

coordinate, is treated as a parabola, as we did above in discuss

ing achromatic focusing. The result of the sextupole aberration 

is to change the coefficients of the parabola. 

TABLE IV-7 

Sextupole Effect on Achromatization at 

240 GeV/c 

Parameter a b c 

No sextupole .002 .0012 -.0037 

Sextupole = .001 .002 .0039 -.0075 

An x' range of .03 mr allows a 5.7% op/p range with no sextupole; 

4.0% op/p, 30% narrower, with .001 sextupole. 

2) QuadruEole ImEerfections 

Sextupole components in the quadrupole field had similar but 

much smaller effects. In addition, the effect is sensitive to 
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the phase of the quadrupole field (rotation) with respect to the 

sextupole field; it is much smaller when the two are in phase. 

The major effect was the introduction of a slight variation in the 

mean y' with momentum; but this is much smaller than the spread 

in yl from other causes. 

D. Effect of Misalignments 

We have investigated the effect of displacements and rota

tions on individual magnets, and on the beam as a whole (exclud

ing BMl which is regarded as fixed.) Displacements and rotations 

cause angular displacements and tilts, respectively; the effect 

when the entire transport (two quads and BM2) is simultaneously 

displaced being a third to a quarter as great as the effect of 

the single most sensitive component, which depends on the coord

inate examined. It is therefore highly desirable that the two 

quads and the bending magnet, which have an overall length of 

about 7 meters, be mounted upon a single fixed base, and individ

ually aligned with respect to it; then motions of the base will 

have much less effect on the particle beam. Displacements of 0.5 

rom have noticeable effects on the beam direction; the y displace

ment is much more sensitive than x, as is to be expected from the 

target sensitivity. It will be necessary to provide means for 

monitoring and adjusting the beam transport location. 

Table IV-8 shows the effect of some misalignments. Small 

changes in mean direction x' and y' are of little consequence; 

such small displacements provide a method for steering the beam 

accurately. Large changes introduce chromatic effects which should 

be avoided. 
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TABLE IV-8 


Effects of Misalignment of Entire Beam 


Misalignment Momentum, GeV 

x displacement = 
1. rom (entire beam) 

y displacement = 
1.0 rom 

Rotation, 1. 
degree 

240 
x, shift = 
-.05 mrad 

y' shift = 
-.21 mr 

y slope = 
.0025 em/l% 
dp/p 

y' slope = 
.003 mr/l% 
dp/p 

320 
Xl shift = 
-.046 mr 

y' shift = 
-.20 mr 

y slope = 
.0025 cm/l% 
dp/p 

y' slope = 
.0022 mr/l% 
dp/p 

400 

x, shift = 
-.042 mr 

y' shift = 
-.19 mr 

y slope = 
.0025 cm/l% 
dp/p 

y' slope = 
.0018 mr/l% 
dp/p 

E. Determination of Individual Particle Momenta 

As anticipated in our preliminary report, it has proved to 

be possible to determine the momenta of individual particles in 

the beam by correlating their x coordinates at two points in the 

beam. It turns out the best place to make these observations is 

at xl' just after BM1, and x 4 ' at the end of the beam transport, 

at the entrance to the Cerenkov counter. Accurate location at 

the latter point is required in any case to obtain the final 

particle direction. The correlation is capable of yielding 

reasonably good accuracy in momentum, provided one has detector 

planes of sufficient accuracy. Table IV-9 shows the precision 

obtained with a 25 em. target. The width is due almost entirely 

to target size; the resolution can readily be improved by reducing 

the target size. 
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TABLE IV-9 

Momentum Resolution at 240 GeV/c 

. . 

All runs made with 25 cm. target: 

1.4 rom slit at 3.5 m, 2.8 rom slit at 7. m, 
7. rom slit after BM2. 

FWHM in xl at a single momentum: 0.014 cm. 

([lxl/Op/p) 	 0.023 cm/1% 0p/p 
x 4 = constant 

Momentum resolution: 0.014/.023 = 	0.6% 
FWHM 

F. Beam Solid Angle, Acceptance, and Particle Yields 

To calculate the flux of secondary particles in a given beam 

it is necessary to know the production function, and the solid 

angle. No direct data on charged hyperon production at Fermi

lab energies is available; the highest energies for which pro

duction data are available is 31 GeV, from our BNL run. In 

addition there are now some data on neutral hyperon production 

at Fermi1ab. For the purposes of this report the direct produc

tion cross-sections can be taken as those predicted by the Wang 

forrnu1a 13 , with sufficient accuracy. This is most useful not 

only for the overall yield functions, but for the angular dis

tributions as well. At the energies under consideration the 

yield falls off so rapidly with angle that it is easy to design 

beams with angular acceptances large compared to the width of 

the angular distributions. 

-------------~ ... ~------ .. 
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Figure IV-1 (p. 37 ) shows the target illumination produced 

by the divergent proton beam. The horizontal spread of the pro

ton beam is large (± 1. mrad) compared to the secondary beam 

acceptance (less than 0.5 mrad) so that the secondary beam phase 

space is uniformly filled, though not with equal efficiency, by 

all incoming protons. However, the proton beam divergence in 

the vertical plane is only ± 0.64 mrad for a 250 rom long target, 

and 1. mrad for a 100 rom target. These numbers are small com

pared with the acceptance possible in the vertical plane, which 

is at least ± 2.0 mrad. Table IV-10 shows the angular distribu

tion function in the Wang production formula,. which is a simple 

exponential function exp (-4.247 Pt), where Pt is the transverse 

momentum of the (negative) secondary particle, in GeV/c. From 

this universal function, the following table can be made. 

TABLE IV-10 

Angular Production Function from the Wang Formula 

F = exp (-4.247 Pt) 

Particle Production Angle, mrad: 

Momentum, 

GeV/c O. 0.5 1. 1.5 2.0 


150 1.00 .727 .529 .• 385 .280 


200 1.00 .654 .428 .286 .183 


240 1.00 • 601 .361 .216 .130 


320 1.00 .507 .257 .124 .066 


400 1.00 .428 .183 .078 .033 
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The total production can be found by integrating the angular 

function out to infinity, giving the value 1/4.247 = .236. Thus 

the area is that contained in a uniform distribution out to a 

transverse momentum of .236 GeV/c. The corresponding production 

angle is just this quantity divided by the beam momentum. Thus, 

at 236 GeV/c the total angular distribution is that contained in 

a 1 mrad angle, or in ~ microsteradians. In the vertical direc

tion the acceptance may extend well beyond this angle, so that the 

entire production is contained; in the horizontal direction, the 

large proton beam divergence (± 1. mrad) and the small equivalent 

horizontal acceptance, about ± .25 mrad, cut down the yield. 

Consequently it seems expedient to change the horizontal proton 

focusing to get less divergence. 

The optimum horizontal focusing was defined as that giving 

the smallest target size. It was found at a waist of ± .25 ~m 

and a divergence of ± 1.0 mrad, giving a horizontal target width 

of ± .50 rnm. If we depart from the optimum and make the waist 

± 0.4 rnm, the divergence ± .625 mrad, we get a target width of 

± .56 rr~, but now the secondary beam angles with the primary 

proton direction are much reduced, with correspondingly increased 

yields. There is no sacrifice in resolution either, since the 

x' width is smaller than the y' in any case. 

We thus end up with the following table of calculated 1r 

yields, IV-ll. In this table, we have used the Wang formula; we 

12have converted the yields to be per vsterad·GeV • 0.37 x 10

interacting protons, where 0.37 is an assumed target efficiency; 

this yield we call N. In addition we introduce an angular yield 
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function f ' which depends only on the secondary beam momentum;o 

it is the effective solid angle available to the secondaries 

(= .236/E), multiplied by 0.5 to account for the loss of accept

ance in the horizontal direction. The final calculated yield 

is then Yf,the product of these factors. 

TABLE IV-ll 


Overall Yield Calculation for Negative Pions 


Secondary f o ' 
Particle Corrected 
Momentum Angular 

GeV/c Yield 

160 .735 

240 .49 

320 .37 

400 .30 

12
Final Yield: 	 No. of 'IT-/GeV/c.37 x 10

interacting protons. 

Ep
N 

= 400 GeV 
Yf 

Ep 
N 

= 500 GeV 
Yf 

7.0 E07 5.1 E07 11.0 E07 8.0 E07 

2.7 E07 1.3 E07 7.6 E07 3.7 EO? 

3.7 E06 1.4 E06 2.4 E07 8.7 E06 

4.4 E06 1.2 E06 

To convert from pions to hyperons we use the following 

ratios, which for simplicity we assume independent of alpha * ; 

this does not introduce errors as large as a factor of 2. In 

addition we need decay factors, which depend upon the beam length 

and the particle momenta. 

*This is somewhat inaccurate for E's, where yield is lower below 
a = O.B, higher above 0.8. For 3 it is quite good (the 3 yield 
being almost identicaI" with K-). For n there are no data, and 
the number given is a guess. 

http:IT-/GeV/c.37
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TABLE IV-12 

Ratio of Hyperon to Pion Yield 

(assumed independent of a) 

-1. I: Irr = 1.0 

M2. Irr = 0.02 

3. n -Irr = 2. x 10-4 

We now combine all these factors in Table IV-13 to get final 

yield figures. 

TABLE IV-13 

Hyperon Yields, taking into Account Production and Decay. 

No. of Particles/~ster • GeV/c/.37 x 1012 Interacting Protons. 

Proton Hyp. 
Mom. Mom. 

GeV 

Total 
Beam 
Length 

Pion 
Yield Decay Factor 

Sigma Xi Omega 

Hyperon Yield 

Sigma xi Omega 

400 160 

400 240 

400 240 

400 320 

500 400 

21.5 m 

21.5 

29.5 

29.5 

29.5 

5.1E7 

1.3E7 

1.3E7 

1.4E6 

1.2E6 

.0266 .0278 .0029 

.0893 .0917 .0203 

.0363 .0377 .0048 

.0834 .0856 .0182 

.137 .137 .0408 

1.26E6 2.8E4 29.6 

1.2E6 2.4E4 53.0 

4.7E5 1.0E4 12.5 

1.2E5 2400 5.1 

1.6E5 3300 9.8 

http:GeV/c/.37
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TABLE IV-14 

Ratio of Hyperons to Pions at Beam Exit 
. . 

Beam 
Momentum 
GeV/c 

Sigmas per 

106 pions 

xis per 

10 6 pions 

Omegas per 

10 6 pions 

160 4.2E4 860 1.2 

240 (21.5 m) 8.lE4 1700 3.5 

320 8.5E4 1700 3.7 

400 1.2E5 2400 6.7· 

Note: 	 At 400 GeV/c a momentum acceptance of ± 3% would cover a 
range of 24 GeV/c; the beam would then have to hold to 

10104 x incident protons to keep the total particle flux 
down to 106/sec • 

Note on Further Reduction of Muon Background 

Since the increase of muon background at low momenta comes 

from decreasing the field in BMI and thus failing to deflect the 

muons adequat.ely, it should be possible to circumvent this 

difficulty, if necessary, by keeping the field in BMI at a high. 

value and changing the central plug to give a more curved ~rajec-

tory. The rest of the beam wili have to be retuned, but with 

more deflection the beam performance should improve. To avoid 

moving the beam transport, magnets to deflect the incident proton 

beam could be used to compensate for the change in position of the 

target. 
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V. DESIGN OF THE CERENKOV DETECTOR 

The design of the Cerenkov detector takes as its starting 

point the physics requirements of the experiment. We take it as 

required to separate and identify hyperons to energies as high 

as possible - up to 400 GeV/c if possible. To do this implies 

a focusing type of detector with ring images. Threshold counters 

in this momentum range are far too long. 

A. Angular Re.solution 

The angular resolution that determines whether two different 

ring images are separable is the product of contributions from the 

beam, and from the Cerenkov detector itself. We have already 

considered the former; the latter contains several important 

components. 

Counter Contributions 

1) Variation of diameter of ring image with particle momen

tum. This effect limits the momentum acceptance to a maximum of 

about ± 3%' or less, if sigma-xi separation is to be retained. 

However, this imposes no great hardship, since in practice we will 

almost certainly not require so large a momentum bite. However, 

the slits available for momentum restriction in the beam are not 

infinitely sharp, and there is always a tail in the momentum pass

band; this is not ~xpected to be troublesome. The sigma-xi 

separation is always equivalent to a change in momentum of 10%, 

at any energy or cone angle. 

2) Chromatic dispersion in the gas is always the most serious 

aberration; it enters through the variation of n in the basic 
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equation cos 6 = l/nS. It is this quantity that dictates the 

choice of cone angle.· By using the least dispersive gase:s 

helium or neon - and limiting the wavelength region used, the 

chromatic aberration is kept under control. 

3) Multiple scattering in the gas, windows, etc. This is 

negligible in all practical cases, for the momentum ranges under 

consideration. 

4) Optical imperfections and aberrations. These must be kept 

sufficiently small not to make significant contributions to image 

width; there are no difficulties in meeting the requirements. 

Table V-1 shows the width of a ring image due to chromatic 

dispersion in He (for which it is minimal) for the wavelength 

range 280 - 440 nm, for three different cone angles. For compari

son we show the angular separations 66 of Land 3 rings as 

well. The angular spread of the 240 GeV/c beam was given in 

Table IV-li it is .06 - .08 mrad, depending on the momentum bite 

and target size, and decreases only slightly at higher energies. 

We have included. for comparison the corresponding data for 

the DISC counter now available at Fermi1ab; here, of course, the 

chromatic aberration has been essentially removed, leaving as the 

major limitation the restricted angular acceptance. 

Figure V-1 shows the separation of sigma from xi graphically, 

for 7 and 11.5 mrad cone angles. 

For these small cone angles, the gas pressure in the counter 

is always low. At 150 GeV/c, 11.5 mrad, it reaches a maximum of 

about 3 atmospheres (absolute). 
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TABLE V-I 


r- - E- Separations ~e, and Chromatic Dispersion 


CHR, in mrad. Cerenkov Cone Angle, e: 


BeamHyperon 6 = 7 rnrad. 6 = 11.5 mrad. 6 = 24.5 mrad. (DISC)
he. CHRMomentum Spread, h6, CHR h6, eHR Angular

rnrad* rnrad. mrad.GeV/c mrad. mrad. rnrad. mrad. Acceptance 

150 - - -
180 -
210 -

.06 240 .387 .106.08 

.05 320 .217 .084.07 

360 (.06) .172 .079 

400 (.06) .140 .077 

.283 ( .015) 

.420 .139 

.603 .150 

.175 ( .015) 

.307 .130 

.235 .124 .111 " 

.062 "- -

.049 " 

.040 " 

.094 

.058 

I 
\J1 
IV 

.037 I 

.021 

.016 

.013 .. 

*Beam spread is due to finite target size: it is given for a 25 cm. long target. 
See Table IV-l 

.), 
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B. Chromatic Dispersion and How to Live with It 

There are two ways to handle the chromatic dispersion problem. 

You can suffer its slings and arrows; or, you can take arms 

against it, and by opposing, end it. (The third alternative, 

to vacillate, Hamlet-like, we reject.). 

Cerenkov detectors in which the chromatic dispersion is 

corrected are known by the generic name of DISC. They are usually 

characterized by extremely high resolution and correspondingly 

small angular acceptance; the last entry in Table V-I shows a 

typical instrument of this type. These features of the DISC are 

not inherent characteristics; they are consequences of a decis

ion to use 'large cone angles, which keeps the counter shorter 

and smaller in diameter,and thus less expensive. The latter 

point is of great importance, since the achromatization of the 

DISC, extending as it must into the UV, is very expensive. 

The alternative to the DISC is to use a conventional Cerenkov 

focusing counter, with a considerably smaller cone angle, which 

improves the mass resolution. One must then acc'ept the greater 

length, additional hyperon decay, and decreased light output this 

choice entails. If the beam optics ,are not able to supply a hy

peron beam within the phase 'space acceptance of the DISC counter, 

one must either accept the corresponding loss of beam or switch 

to the conventional detector. 

In considering whether to use a DISC or a conventional 

counter, we have been influenced by the fact that there exists 

in the Laboratory a half-completed DISC which might perhaps be 
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made available to this beam; it is the one whose characteristics 

are described in Table V-I. Figure V-2 shows a sketch of it. 

Considerations of both cost and procurement time probably rule 

out of consideration any other DISC design, and thus we confine 

ourselves to this one example. 

C. Performance Requirements and how to Achieve Them 

An ideal Cerenkov detector would detect, identify, and tag 

all particles traversing it, and also measure their direction 

and momentum. Let us see how closely such an ideal may be 

approached. 

First, we note that the DISC does not attempt this task. 

It has a single circular slit, albeit of very high resolution, 

and detects only those particles whose Cerenkov light passes 

through the slit. There are no anticoincidence circuits; it 

rejects unwanted particles by brute force. To achieve a reason

able degree of signal purity, at least sixfold, preferably eight

fold coincidences are required for the accepted particles i. thus 

the minimum number of photons in the ring image must be in the 

range 30 to 40. The resolution is excellent, and the specifica

tions on allowable angular divergence of the beam correspondingly 

stringent. From Table V-I we note that at 240 GeV/c the 24.5 

mrad DISC we are considering will have an angular acceptance of 

.037 mrad, with correspondingly less at higher momenta. In 

contrast, the angular divergence of the beam is determined in 

practice by target size; and for the 25 cm. long target we would 

like to use, the beam spread is as large as :06 to .08 mrad. 
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Corresponding losses in detection efficiency will be inescap

able. 

The alternative, the conventional ring-focusing counter, does 

not rely on high resolution alone to distinguish particles. It 

accepts the chromatic aberration in the gas radiator, and circum

vents it by taking advantage of the fact that the chromatic aber

ration is a decreasing fraction of the angular separation of any 

two particles of different masses, as the cone angle is decreased. 

Let us assume that the Cerenkov detector can be so construct

ed that its cone angle and length are variable, to allow the reso

lution and length to be adjusted to fit the momentum in use. To 

obtain sufficient light, we take a radiator length of 14 meters 

for a cone angle of 7 mrad. We then reduce to 6 m for an 11.5 

mrad cone angle; in the latter case the total light is slightly 

more. We add arbitrarily, 1 meter to each length to obtain over

all lengths of 15 and 7 meters. 

The greater length incidental to smaller cone angles in

creases the decay likelihood; but up to 400 GeV/c, the overall 

counter length increases more slowly than the relativistic 

dilation of the decay length, so we can afford it. The angular 

separation of the particles increases as the cone angle is de

creased, allowing greater beam divergence, target size, and 

easing alignment and constructional tolerances. Furthermore, more 

sophisticated means of separating particles of different masses 

than a single fixed slit can be used, since the optics are now 

simpler. The method generally used to deal with more than one 

ring image is usually some form of image dissection. 
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Image Dissection 

Image dissection is the most general method available for 

the extraction of information from complex optical images. The 

prototype is the television raster scan, in which the image is 

dissected into a series of adjacent lines, scanned in turn to 

make a complete frame. For this purpose storage tubes like the 

vidicon are preferable, since they integrate and store an image 

which is then read' out by a scanning electron beam. This tech

nique is available for Cerenkov images, although not in quite so 

simple a formi the signal-to-noise ratio of the vidicon is in

adequate for signals from single photons. The deficiency can 

be remedied by preceding the vidicon with one or two stages of 

image-intensifier. This technique for storing and dissecting ring 

images using image intensifiers and storage phosphors was first 

suggested by one of us in 19601~, when the available image inten

sifiers were not really satisfactory. Present-day "second genera

tion" intensifiers are, and one technique proposed for this 

experiment involves the use of such an image-dissecting system, 

using one or more channel electron multiplier array (CEMA) tube, 

with a segmented anode for image dissection1s • In the achromatic 

beam the segmented anode is greatly simplified, since it becomes 

merely a raster in polar coordinates. 

The advantage of the image dissection technique can best be 

understood if one imagines a Cerenkov detector whose output is 

a large screen on which flash the successive ring images of 

different particles. For each particle one can determine the 
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location of the center of the ring and the radius. This is all 

the information available; it gives the particle direction and 

velocity. If the particle momentum is known this determines 

the mass. It is the mechanization of this process that offers 

difficulties. 

Returning to the conventional focusing Cerenkov detector, we 

ask: how can these results be obtained using only photomulti

plier detectors, until suitable image-intensifier tubes become 

available? The answer clearly lies in the provision of an array 

of slits and photomultiplier tubes, preferably not too complicated 

nor too expensive. 

If we now compare the requirements for the dispersive beam and 

the achromatic beam, the advantage of the latter becomes apparent. 

A method for image-dissection to identify all the hyperons in a 

dispersive beam was described by one of us in 1972 5 • It used a 

system of multiple slits, but replaced slit segments by mirror 

segments to add another element of freedom in the placement of 

the photomultiplier tubes. Figure V-3 shows the'ring images for 

three different particles in a dispersive beam, at three different 

momenta. The considerable overlap would be much reduced by 

narrowing the momentum range; but on the other hand, increasing 

the momentum to 400 GeV/c would again make the separation more 

difficult as the velocity differences decrease. Furthermore, a 

completely new slit segmentation layout would be required for each 

momentum, since the relative radii change with momentum. Figure 

V-4 shows how the image dissection is accomplished. A similar 
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Th.:: Ch'::l'\:nlwv dn.:k:; for'=- ,11 " lllld d at 140, 150.md 
IfiO GcY/c, ~h{l\\'ing the approxim:llc r"cttsing for each kind of 
partieh:., IhL' c{ll1sidcruhk Ilverl'lpping at the right hand side, (lI1U 
the p(ls'libHity of mass tlclcnninali<'n ewn without u:;ing the 
focus. ('c.nlcrs for "::leh momentlllll an: shown. 11= I.OOtH I. 

Fig V-3. Ring :images in the dispersive 

hyperon beam. 

INCIDENT .1' 
RING 

IMAGE 

I 

i 

nfLECTEO 
jlWlGE AXIS 

SEGMENTED 
MIRRoR SECTION 

The use of concave mirror segments in tile Cherenkov 
ring image plane to separate and collect the light falling on a 
specified symmt.trical pair of segments. (a) A pair of circular 
segments in the image plane, seen from Ihe direction of the inci
dent light.(b) A slight tilt of the axis of the segmentLd Jl>fl1'Oi~ 
results in the collection of the light in a phototu~ Oul 01'Ule way 
of the incident light. Note that the focus of the Weident Cherenkov 
light must be at the mirror plane in order to use the mirror scg

me-nts as velocity slits. 

Fig. v-4. Image dissection with 

segmented mirrors. 
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design for CEMA tube with segmented anode structure has been 

proposed by J. Sandweiss 15 • 

In contrast to Fig. V-3, now consider the achromat'ic beam 

ring images, which are merely a set of concentric circles, all 

the centers now being coincident. In principle, the slits can 

now be simple circular mirror segments. The design simplifica

tion is very great, and the performance improvement should be 

dramatic. Exactly similar arguments apply to the segmented

anode CEMA tube, which is the analogue of the mirror system just 

discussed. In this case, the rearrangement of segments required 

by a momentum change might be logical rather than hardware, if 

the anode segmentation is sufficiently fine-grained. In both 

cases, the image dissection is reduced by achromatization to the 

trivial case of a raster in polar coordinates. Figure IV-5 

shows the components of a CEMA detector. 

'l'here is one point of conflict between the CEMA type image 

intensifier detector and the slit or mirror-imaging dissecting 

system using phototubes; this is the size of image required. 

CEMA tubes are presently ,limited, by cost considerations, ,to a 

maximum diameter of 40 rom. One can use several tubes, but 

clearly image diameters should not be much over 80 or 90 rom. On 

th;-o""ther hand, the optics and mechanics for slit and mirror seg

ment systems are easier for larger sizes. We consider below some 

possible solutions and compromises of this problem. 

The image-dissection system can of course be simplified and 

varied. The simplest form is a slit for the accepted particle, 
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PHOTOCA't'HODE 

Fig. V-5a. CEMA image intensifier tube with segmented anode. Proximity 
focusing is used both at the cathode and anode. 

Fig. V-5b. Segmented anode, with concentric 60
0 

segments. Only a 
few segments have been drawn in. 
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and mirrors for the rejected ones, in anticoincidence; this form 

has been used by Ozaki et al. 16 versions that accept and indi

vidually tag all the hyperons can readily be envisaged. Experi

ence with a model of a sigmented mirror detector indicates that 

the only problem is the mechanical mounting of the mirror seg

ments and that it is soluble, most readily when the segments are 

not too small. 

TABLE V-2 


Slit Parameters for Photomultiplier Detector System, 


with a 5.0 m Focal Length Mirror. ~e is 


the E - Angular Separation
M 

A. 7.0 mrad cone angle (for sigmas): image radius 35 rom. 

P 
GeV/c 

240 

320 

400 

~e 
mrad. 

.387 

.217 

.140 

Sigma-Xi 
sep, rom 

1.935 

1.085 

0.70 

Slit Width, 
rom 

0.75 

.62 

0.55 

Cone angle, 
mrad for B 

= 1 

8.6 

7.82 

7.61 

Max. image 
radius, rom 

43.0 

39.1 

38.05 

B. 11.5 mrad cone angle: image radius 57.5 rom. 

14.0 70.0150 .603 3.0 1.00 

13.3180 .420 66.52.10 .85 

12.8210 64.0.307 1.54 .80 

.235 12.5 62.5240 1.18 .75 
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D. 	 Mirror Optics 

The mirror optics required for the Cerenkov detectors depends 
, . 

not only on the length and cone angle of the Cerenkov radiator, 

but also on the image size required by the detector. Three 

different detector arrangements can readily be envisaged: one 

in which only conventional photomultipliers are used, one using 

a single 40 rom CEMA image intensifier tube, and one using several 

such tubes in order to obtain larger images and better resolution. 

The optical quality of the mirrors is not as high as that 

needed for astronomy or photographic purposes, where the diffrac

tion limit is in the region of 0.002 mrad. A mirror whose reso1u

tion is ten times worse than that would still be perfectly accept

able. Aberrations up to .02 mrad can likewise be tolerated. The 

size of mirror needed is given by the longest radiator, 14 m, and 

the largest cone angle which is 8.6 mrad. This gives a mirror 

aperture requirement of 120 rom radius; a 10" diameter mirror is 

indicated. The 11.5 mrad detector, with a much shorter (6m) 

radiator does not need the full diameter. 

For photomultiplier detectors, with several photomultipliers 

say 4 - desired per particle in order to obtain high-order coin

cidences for background reduction, a large image format is de

sirab1e; this makes the slits easier to make, and allows them to 

be closer together. Thus, a 5 meter focal length would give a 

maximum image diameter, with the 8.6 mrad cone mentioned above, 

of 86 rom. The image would be larger with the 11.5 mrad system, 

where a maximum cone angle of 14. mrad yields a~ image diameter 

of 140 rom. 

,' ___ ""m__~~"~'_~"'______________ 
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Table V-2 shows the separations and slit widths needed for 

this system, for the photomultiplier detector array and a 5.0 

m focal length mirror. For the arrangement using four 40 mm 

CEMA tubes, each one occupying a quadrant of the image (whether 

together or separated by dissecting the primary mirror, as 

suggested by Sandweiss 1S ), the range of image radii that can be 

accommodated is from about 13 to 43 mm. From Table V-2, this 

would be entirely satisfactory with a 5 m focal length mirror 

for the 7 mrad cone angle, but not for the 11.5 mrad. For that 

angle, to keep the maximum radius within range, the focal length 

should not exceed 3.0 m. That mirror, however, needs a diameter 

of only 158 mm. 

The case of the single 40 mm CEMA tube is a rather special 

one; it requires the best resolution in the detector because of 

its small area, and thus the shortest focal length mirrors. 

Sandweiss has estimated a focal length of about 1.25 m for this 

detector, which would give a maximum 35 mm diameter image at 

14 mrad. It is interesting to contemplate the possibility of 

using a Schwarzschild optical system, as suggested by Sandweiss, 

with a 3 m focal length first mirror, and a second mirror to give 

a final focal length near 1.25 mm. To use the system with the 

4-tube CEMA array, the second mirror could be replaced by a plane 

reflector, giving a 3 m focal length. The mirrors would have to 

be so figured as to be usable either singly or together. 
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To summarize, the general design of the focusing Cerenkov 

detector that emerges from our considerations requires vqria

tion of the L cone angle from 7 to 11.5 mrad, to cover the 

momentum range 150 - 400 GeV/c. The length will change corres

pondingly from 7 to 15 meters. Distinguishing sigmas from xis 

should be possible for all momenta up to somewhere between 320 

and 400 GeV/c. Simultaneous tagging of omega (and/or p) with 

either sigma or xi appears feasible. 

Such a detector appears preferable to the DISC on the grounds 

of flexibility, ability to utilize the proton beam efficiently 

(with minimum muon background) at all energies, multiple tagging 

and anticoincidence possibilities, and cost. 

Figure V-6 shows how the beam and Cerenkov detector system 

envisaged would appear. 



Cerenk~7 DetectorJ31Vl1 Q1V BM2 
,-, "~'~-'~ ... -. -'

r-~~-~ '---'---..--- --11 Q2R ...---; 
___ 'J!...'--"-1____....J .. .... 1! .I I. 

a) .15Q~ ..6.40 GevIe. Overall length 21.5 m. Cerenkov cone angle 11.5 mrad. 

----__-.._._'._"_A_._._.'~.-.-_._.=] ___________...._.. j: . _ :;.;......__ .__._ '.__' _". 
.. ,-'-",--.,'. }I - -.-~ . ,,---~,-., -0---------J-- . 1_______., ___ ~___ ,.... '" 

b) 240 - 400 Gev/c. Overall length 29.5 m. Cerenkov Cone angle 7. IT~ad. 
.~-~-.- I 

0'1 
0'1 

o s- 10 /5' 1.0 
I 

·----..:.-----:...--,.. ,. __ .~.,.4,, ___' ____• _________...... ____________~____.o_ ____.,.,.., __~ ..._~._______....t,~ .. _._ .~-.<-"~."."-~~..'-.."~ .. .• _._""""".... '!.~ .' ,.....-~------"'"--. 

Scale, meters 

Fig. v-6. Beam layout for two different ene'rgy regions, using varia.ble-length Cerenkov detector. 
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VI. SUMMARY 

1. An achromatic hyperon beam has been designed for the pro

ton central area, to cover the momentum range 150- 400 GeV/c, with 

incident protons up to 500 GeV/c. It requires four superconduct

ing magnets of special design: two dipoles and two quadrupo1es. 

Cerenkov detectors capable of accepting all particles in the 

transmitted momentum interval (up to several percent) are described. 

The performance of the transport and Cerenkov detector allow 

separation and identification of all hyperons at all energies in 

this range (with the possible exception of sigma-xi separation 

near the top end of the range.) The required proton beam will not 

exceed 1012 protons per pulse, and may well be less. The incident 

proton beam must have as a high a quality (small acceptance) as 

possible; it is the limiting factor in the obtainable angular and 

momentum resolution. 

2. Calculations on muon background indicate it to be adequate

ly low, except possibly at the lowest secondary beam momenta. If 

it does become a problem, steps to ameliorate it are feasible. 

3. Considerations on the types of Cerenkov detector possible 

for use with an achromatic beam lead us to recommend a conventional 

focusing detector, so designed as to allow: 

a) 	 A change of cone angle and length between the 7 mrad, 

15 meters; and 11.5 mrad, 7. meters. 

b) 	 An interchangeable optical system permitting the use 

of either a conventional system with photomultiplier 

sensors, or a CEMA detector with a segmented anode 

system. 
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We have not yet concerned ourselves with some important 

problems that still require attention. These include steering 

and focusing for the incident proton beam, and the details of 

the collimator in BMl. 

We conclude that the achromatic beam concept is a valid and 

important advance; that it makes possible simple, efficient 

and powerful Cerenkov detectors, and the extension of the useful 

energy range to above 300 GeV/ci and that the beam may be 

designed to render the muon backround innocuous. Table VI-l 

summarizes the properties of dispersive and achromatic beams and 

the corresponding Cerenkov detectors. 
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TABLE VI-1 

Comparison of Dispersive and Achromati:c Beam 

Properties and Their Implications for Detectors 

Characteristic Dispersive Achromatic 

Momentum Range op/p 

Horizontal Angular 
Dispersion (150 GeV/c} 

Vertical Angular 
Dispersion (150 GeV/c) 

Method of Momentum 
Determination 

Accuracy of Momentum 
Determination 

Sigma-Xi separation: 

Type of detector 
needed for detec
tion efficiency 
above 10% 

Beam length at 240 
GeV/c, not includ
ing Cerenkov detec
tor. 

Maximum momentum at 
which sigma-xi 
separation is 
feasible 

Up to ± 6 - 10% Up to ± 3% 

0.22 mr/1% op/p .02 mr. 
op/p 

for ± 3% 

± .06 
op/p) 

mr (± 6.6% ± .03 mr. 
3% op/p 

for ± 

Measurement of hori
zontal direction at 
exit. 

Horizontal location 
at two points along 
beam. 

Limited (in both cases) by target size. 
For small targets « .2 rom) achromatic 
beam may be limited by location accuracy 
(70 ~) at about ± 0.3%. 

Fraction of beam accepted by a Cerenkov 
detector with .06 mr vertical aperture, 
at 240 GeV/c: 

Momentum acceptance Momentum acc. ± 3% 
'0.3% 

Vertical acceptance Vertical acc. 100% 
50% 

Special image-dissecting Conventional. 

type; image-dissecting (100% efficient) 

scheme changes with parti 
cle momentum. 


10.7 m 12.6 m. 

200-240 GeV/c? 320-400 GeV/c 
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FJ~ALJ E-9'{, Y,Y,3-1 

I _ 	 JUrH~ 2~)., 19r(~), 

.:.> 

The 	 purpose of U:1s dOCU..ner1t j.s tW) fold: 

a) 	 to present a brief description of a Channel Electron 

Multiplier Array (CEMA) tyoe of CerenKov counter, pointing 

out its unique capabilities for these experi~ents. A 

more cO!1iplet~ and dcta.iled paper O~l the CEr,1A counter' is in 

preparation in collaboration with Stan ECKlund, DicK MajKa 

b) to present the design of a '!:Fh3Jc e II! counter "..;inch could 

be used wi..t~. CEY]\ t:..l.bes o.s in (0.) but v:hieh c(>ulct e.180 be 

Fims>? [ CO'.1m:·el~ \f:i..ll have ccrta1n otlwY' advantngef· relative 

to a DISC counter of the E-69 design. 

1'i2 note that. the Phase I design :h~ !11ore thaI) preltmlnb.l'Y bli.t 

less than final for the following reasons: 

a small <1.!:1ou.nt of flfine tuning" re~natns to be' done on the 

~esign presented, 

ii) the design should be studied to see ir conic sections of 



2 

.. 
iii) 	 clearly it ':JOuld be desir£'.ble; for the calculationfs to 

be independently checK.ed and/or other cO:Ilments and 

suggestions of E-97, p(E)-353 physicists to he 

incorporated. 

http:checK.ed
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I I. 'l'he CFX..4 Countc r 

In the focal plane of the optical system which, as we shall 

see in section IV, can be made so that aberrations are negligible, 

the CerenKov light from a given particle will fill an annular ring 

of average radius H and width l\R '.'there: 

(1) 


(2 ) 


In (1) and (2) f is the optical focal length, ee is the average 

CerenKov angle and A9 is the spread of Cerenkov angles due to c 
the variation of index of refraction of the radiator gas with 

Although vfe shall return to the choice of system focal length 

later in this section, for the follovling analysis it is convenient 

to measure radii and radial widths directly in terms of angles 

(i.e. equivalent to choosing units of length so. that f=l). 

It is convenient to describe the position of a point on an 

arbitrary ring of light in terms of polar coordinates referred to 

a system centerpoint as illustrated below. 
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Neglecting terms of order (a/1\0)2 or hi.gher, L e. to an 

arcu__ 1~"cy of -1,~ we can"'" write: 

R - R + a COS(~ - a)o 

vTe suppose that the CE~·1A counter ",ould be used vii til a beam 

(to ±.l mr) in the verticaldesign "'hich is madc parallel 

direction but could be as divergent as il.5 mr in the horizontal 

. t. 1 A typical set of curves for P, L;,2, n at 180 GeV/cdl.rec 10n. 

are shmm in figure 1. As illustrated In the f'igure the most 

difficult separation is betviCcn L: and a· 

At an:v- given beam momentum we must operate the counter pressul'c 

(i. e. CcrenKov angle) so that. the particles we ,..l).sh to distinguish 

ure scparrLted by a sufficient nUJnber of 6~lc 1 S, or colloquially, 

a sufficient number of dispersion widths. In this type of counter 

all of the observed 69 will be due to dispersion and furthermore c 

the CEMA tubes with the proposed optics will cover a very large 

band of angles simultaneously and thus viill permit very pOl\'erful 

anticoinc:idence conditions on baCKground particles, delta rays, 

etc. For these reasons it seems reasonable to choose as a 

nominal design choice particle separation by 2.2 dispersion widths. 

'fable I shO't'fs the Ceren1cov angles and separations for 180 GeV/e 

and 'l'ablcz II~ and III. sbm>I them for ti'!O modes of operatton< a.t 

lOO GeV/e. '\'e anticipa.te that the Tt:.ble. III mode will be f'av.ored 

:in that it e;ives cubstant:La.lly more l:iC;ht than the 'l'able II mod~. 

http:anticipa.te
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Table I 

Particle 

1f 

p 

l: 

-
n 

Particle 

'Ir 

p 

:a: 

n 

°c(lnr) 

15.1.+8 

14.597 

11+.000 .16 2.1'15 

13.652 

12.408 

Table II 

Gc(mr) 6G (mr) I [O'c(i) - 8 (i+l) J/6 Gc c c __+-____-:--1__ 

18.369 

15.853 

14.000 22 5·19 

12.837 

7.730 



--------

-----

.. 
 . G 

Table lIT 

Part,icle 

"--- -. 

:r 21. 76 

p 19.687 

18.227 .206 

17·350 

1h.000 

'1'ahJ.0. IV Rbov.;s the ope:r;_lting angles Hnd separations for a possible 

operation at 250 GoV/e beam momentum. 

'l'able IV 

"(L, (mr)Part.:ic1e 
I,.; 

10.180IT 

I) 9.479 


}: 
 2.669·000 .106 

8~'(18-
'(.6':)4n 
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We have calculated the discersion Hidths /:.0:)c via: 

+ D..:J:~ 
v V9 

where v is the Abbe number as gi ven by Litt and ~'1eunier2 

(v = 54.5 for He gas). Of course all of the analysis uses the 

basic CerenKOV equation 

1 
cos 9 - (5)c sn 

where ~ in (4) and (5) is the particle velocity divided by the 

velocity of light and n is the tndex of the refraction of the g[!s. 

'l'he basic operating SCI1C:rlC of' the CEMJ\ counter is illustrated 

in tl1e sKetch beloH. 

1'1 
i, t,

11 
 i . 


...... : \ 
Li 

\'-'"," 

/1;"1'\ 
/1 Iv 

fl'he proportional chambers p:covicle fast on line determino.tion 

of the partic:le direct:lon \'1hich is input to a microprocessor. The 
-. 

microprocessor then decides (via a tnb) (; looK up) v:htch set of 

anoce Bf":g!"!':ents Nill intercept (:nul tipl r:I) photoelcctrom; .f'rom., 

f;2..Y t11C nnrlulu=:; of ":, Ce renKO v light. '.U)C de s i[r,n is such that 

fJvc non over ppinK sets of anode s nts correspond to liCht 
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. 

fro';1 the five particle typcs'r ;JJ l:J ::;, n. 'rhe amplified 

· .. t 

J 

Ci lSCl'l.>:'il.na 'ed outputs from sf:c;ments of a e;iven set are placed in 

a logical OR and compared with a desired discriminator level 

Q cd L' t-!.-l('·
( >, ,-- v;:) 11 , .... required coincidence multiplicity). The resulting 

signals thus say '!ye8'! or 't no " to the five questions -:r?, P?, 

o? and may be combined "'lith other fast logic signals 

to determine the ultimate fate of the event. On all accepted 

events, the addresses of all struck segments would be sent to the 

main computer and recorded. Appendix I gives a :lrirst cut'l 

layout with some performance and cost estimates which has been 

prepared by Sat ish Dha\'Tan. He note that the quantum efficiency 

of a CE1,'!A tub? is cornparable to that of normal photomultipliers, 

indeed for Cerenkov light the CEMA might have a better overall 

quantu'n effic iency bece.use the ph(!toelect!'on colJecticm efficieIKY 

doe;:; not decrease at the high frequency' end of the optical spectrum. 

'rhe :incividl1Cl.l segment discr:iminators Hill be ;.;et at the single 

photo-electron level and the detection efficiency of the courrter 

can be calculated in the usual way from the expected number of 

photo-electrons and the required coincidence structure. 

The angular range over which the counter will accept and 

utilize CcrenKOV light is an important input factor to the design. 

'rhe maxtrt,urr, angle is set by choosing the 1m-lest momentum at· which 

from '1; to n j~.; to be s:i.I~:ulta~E'ous:LY detected ..the fu1 l:'3.!'"J 


of tile relativel~J' sh.cn.--t lifetirr:e of the {) s",choice of' 


F'rom Table III 

http:lSCl'l.>:'il.na
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/ - 1"'1 76 r" "ding 1. 5 mr for100 GoV, C, ~L, c_ c. • I HI . I l_'_~ .> 

" 
• ,')r), ")6 1'1'· ,,''''1; nh life1round off

l 
! tog1.ves C..,.L ".J.',1 """. 

angle is really set by theAs we shall see, the smalle 

C·) thl~Ou"h We have sOffiewhatho1e in the ffil.rrOr f.or tl. 1) b-earo. t 0 L>' ,L'y • 

~. 'etor hoI' e Ap, \,;1' 11 be sho\'.'!1 later,arbitrarilY choren a 1 . 7 CI1) Ullln. ~ •  Y. 

,5 cm 'Nide hoI' i zontal1ythis means thet the beam can be 

, . te< X8Ct "'h'.we substD.rltially larger vertically.and dependJ.!1g on 1 ~. e '- """, 


This corresponds to a e l'n = 8.5 mr if light is to be col cted 

m 

over a.l1 but the :tlast'! meter (clc)f:,cst to the m:i.rror) of gas 

rad.i8:tOl' length. rEhis cho:i.cc is very generous for operation a.t 

180 GcV/c and ''11th a restricted bee,r;) spread vmuld allo'w I.: - :::: 

S0.paration at 2~)0 GeV/c as indica.ted in Tc.tb IV. We vote th~t 

if the length of radi.at;or :is increased (vd,thout change of the 

optil~D 1 systcrn) light f'rom st ill ~;r!',nllcr angles Htll be collected 

rrntion. Finally, if deemed 

Co;:-,t effecti va one can 1'8 place the missing [:lirl'or segment (bea:!! 

hole) ,,;lth D. sui.tably ground nnd pol:i.:c;hed (:).lurn:i.nizeci ner~rlium 

mirror '.;hieh "Jould be thin enough tCl let th<::i beam pass through. 

So far we have diSCUGsed only the range of polar angles 

(with respect to the beam direction) which will be detected. We 

concide:c nO"l the required 8.zimuthal ranGe. This is initime.tely 

connected to the design of the CE~A anode segments. We propose 

~ into six a:>:i!!lut..h<11 sectors. Three of ther,e !:.;ectors "muld be 

focucsed on one GEMA and three on a zccond CE;~. This is 

http:cho:i.cc
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illu~trntpct schematically bplow. 

The particular parameters illustrated will be close to but 

not preciceJy the final design. Pigure 2 shows the case of 

L: - ::::: separD.. t ion at 180 Gevic and ±1 mr bc:ml1 spread. For 

econo~~ of drawing, only half of one tube is shown but the 

0 0pat ro is l:'.y~mr;ctrtc8.1 about .j; .-. • ~rhus A of Figure 2 corresponds 

to hAlf of sny sector 1 in the SKetch and B to sector 2. A 

f·(~c:t'J;' C (.j'.)) < t < _~r5°} .....r::Juld corrcs:pond tOo see-tor 6 in -the 

out} ir'~~ F01)lti h::>long to the -:: set. liS a concrete llinctration .Vle 

-~--..--~'------------
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\~ 
( , " ['r 

I. ~--. '- J 1\
r '1

I , /\6, B'(, :JJ, , C'JI , cG, C") }r') 
If ., " + ' corr2[;pol1dulg' se n+ (' in 2nd tubei,.",,) 

( ,
tl'll A3, B3, B2, nl, C2,- ' , J C3, el} 

+ !:coTrcspcnding' segr;:ents in 2nd tube 

As can be seen from figure 2, the ~ and E sets are clearly 

di.fferentiated. "Ie recall also that since all struck segments 

are rec:)rd0d, the resulting::: sample, for example, can be 

t: c lcaned up~! by considering the E sers!TIents as a veto counter. 

Also since tile counter -,·dll probably be operated \'li th a 

requlrmEnt that at least one of the designated segmentE in 

.e:J~ch tu:...l2.:~ fires, the effect of a small overlap of '>: Itght into 

n ~ sq9:l(:~1t (e.g. seGment B3 in Jt~igl).re 2) is very much reduced. 

(it enters squareci iuto the relevant detc~etion efficien.cy). 

Pigure 2 c:.nd the p:rcceding ciir,cussio:l indicate that the desjgn 

slim·m. Hill '.wrK very sat:Lsft:.ctorily a.t 180 GeV/c B.nd ±1 mr b~a!n 

dIvc;rgcncc. Operation at 180 GeV/c and :1':1. 5 mr beam div'ergence 

lfiay require some restriction on the accepted range of $. We 

note that th~ image focal plane is outside the pressure vessel 

(in fact G~ tho photocathode surface) so that an azimuthal 

cali~ator ean be placed between the pressure window and the 

Of con!~::::e it mz;.y 'freT!: be th.!!.t since the invention of' the 

http:efficien.cy
http:Jt~igl).re
http:tu:...l2
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at dlvcrA00ces g~cater than ±l mr In the horizontal plane. A8 

will b~ discussed later it may be desirable to operatn the beam 

in a partially achromatizcd mode with the CE~A counter so as to 

incrEc'3se tht~ hyperon transrfl.ission, improve thc accuracy of 

momentu':l measurement and (as a cons(;quence of better hyperon 

acceptance) lower the muon bacKground relative to the situation 

for a fully achro:1~at ized beam. From this point of vici:l the 

tl mr seems generous. Indeed in the final system optimizatj.on 

one may decrease it further j.n order to gain more * range. 

Finally, as noted earlier the allowed ±.l '11r of vertical 

divergenct'~ in th(~ hyperon beam effectively tro.nslates curves 

of the sort sho~n in figures 1 and ? by our a~ount a, defined 

),n eua:tj em (3) and associated SKetch. It is easily seen that 

:LlTan. a, ~~. --- (6)a 

H!18re <.< 12 t,he D.nr;ular hn.lf·-1-,;idth of tb.f~ vert:i.eal bC<'1,'n diverGence. 

- '{J 0l"or 8. ... mr J o. ;::;; 5. . . case.L For the illustrated in figure 2 

we might want to exclUde segment B3 from the E set (for the sign 

of a '.'ihich shifts the curves tOllard negative values of v) although 

03 would be ~acte cleaner. However, we would probably leave B3 in. 

'fBy'count.
J ng 

the nn:1uli of CE'l'CnKOv light (rD<'UH:l' photoc!lec:trons) are of' un:Lfo:cm 

inten!:;:T ty thIs <~(i(Js r::. p:cob'Ctblli 1.;'7 of 

for a .:: for each tube. douh1c coincld0:1ce 

http:optimizatj.on
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100 (as \'re shctJ 1 see the 

COU'[ltor in bt":ttcr thaD 9Tj effic:; ,~nt at the ~;inGlc photo(;lectr'on 

. \
Je 'VC 

~ 

J. ) • 

It tbuG appears that vert :11. be;;;.rn spreads of :t .1 mr d::; 

not lead to significant degradation of the counter's performance. 

1m Etzimuthal (,~) range of 1800 thus appenrt; to be a conservative 

estimate. Before leaving this tOPIc \'!G note that the optical 

system transmits a total of 270
0 

of • ranee and there is room on 

the C}~~;jJl anode: of l.J. em diameter ·to accomo(i::~te this '4 range for 

Uc :~, 1:) mr. 

vIe nm.] estimate the yield of photo,:~ etrons for tbe CEI·:.A 

count8r. We taKe 

L ~-:: lene;th of 6 m 

lA ::~. pa r of TI~rcrenc2 2 - 100 em

aee(Junl~ the Corer'Kov light spcct.:nl":i. il,nd trL':! transmj.ssion of 

st~:.ndQrd optics. ThE: rH.t,n(~r N of photnclect.rons is given by 

~ctor, taKing into 

l':ill h~ve a very 

http:be;;;.rn
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.. 

"tr:n-;y and the collection (!ffLciency ehould be high (~" 80:s) i",l1d 

c' 
lnjl:~D2n(icnt of ,·:::..velength. As an exerCIse., A Schiz J Yw.S C8..1cu

l.'J.te ci t!F:: A value exp(:;cted i f tht~ photoe~;,thode quantu:' effie iency 

waG th2 sa~c as for the best RCA tube (~Ch spectral response 

curve #133). Because of the excellent photoelectron collection 

effic iency, the resultine; A v~!.lue vrae-; 200. Of' course the C}~YJi 

tubes are newer devices and the process of manufacture will no 

doubt be less than optimum for a ,·..hile. The A value of 100 ce,n 

be regarded as a specification of an acceptable tube and as 

argued above is a reasonable expectation. We then have (at 

,·:hence If ~ :,. 88 

'rile sinGle photoelectron eff:i..c :Leney El is 

- 5. 88 o·9 ,»,----1E'I = 1 -c = ~ . (~ 

The doubles efficiency (2 tubes firing) 

We disCUGS now, very briefly, the expected CEMA tube 

'tIle 

l'cq~irc eit:ilC':c the> CU)'vcd ch:,rm~:l plt:.to of F'hillips or the 

Chc \{}'on th:',:J j [!,:l f:·,\.lf; 11 (!;:; prccJ UC C' c! by Gan ile 0 Elect ro-

Or-It i(~;). 

http:f:�,\.lf
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rc flf: or:~"oj e ex P'c'c: t ::.t ion. in fact, 

of 4 C~ di21~ r with 100 anode s nts .' t.hough af:, far ns 

:i f1 KnO'.-;r1, the first ['aoelel 'db5.ch L; beinr=; built for l·'icunier at 

CERN has not yet been delivered. Typical channel dicmeters are 

15 ~) 1-'.;':1 •• It appears that tubes of diameter sie;nif:Lc[mtly 

greater than )~ cm are possible to build but thnt, at this point, 

the co~)t ':iould be very substantially greater than for a 4 cm diaracter 

tube. It thus appears prudent to (.;,Bcume a Lt· em diameter CEMA. If 

we wish to aeeo~odate the patterns shown in the sketch on p. lO~ 

placing 8.5 mr to 23.5 mr on two tube~we require an optical 

sy:--:;tC'!'; focal length f 118.3lt cm. As has no (j.oubt been tediom;ly0..": 

evident to :fly pe,tient colleagues; an optical system vrlth such a 

ShOl't Zoc::tl length and the: rec;uisite ane;ula:c coverage has been 

a l11ajoY' preo(;cupation of the authc)Y' s:Lnc:c Jf:.nuary lSr75, A 

sue e c :: ~; fu1 fi y~: has b8cn designed and is discussed in the next 

tube (' aunte r. 

\';0 conclude this .section Hith a brief enumere.tion of the 


ad\'[;.~~tn.ges i'fhic:h the CK.ui. type of \:lultiplc:xCd CerenKov counter 


offers for the E-97, P(E)-353 research program. 


1. 	 The bear;l phase space acceptance i~3 an order of magnitude 

greater for the CE~A counter than for the DISC. We 

111u[;trF:t.e trl1i3 point by comparison at 180 GoV/c. 
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~~d C~~A Tuhe CerCnKOV 

Countc 

Number of' CE:MA tubes 

Diameter of' CE~A 

Microchannel die~eter 

aCerenkov angular range detected' 

Number of azinluthal sectors/tube 

Radial width of anode segments 

NU:!lbcr of annular divisions/tube 

Number of anode segments/tube 

Total number of D.node segments/counter 

Optical system focal length 

NomiLw.l :l e~lgth of gas Tadir;.tor 

Photoelectron yield (at 14 mT, 6 m) 


Single photoelectron efficiency (14 mr, 6m) 


Two tube coincidence efficiency ( ml' J 6ra) 


!<iicroproccssor d.8cislon time 

(t,otal procesBing ti:N;;)C 

( b ) C f. Sec U O,i I I I 

(c) cr. App~ndix I.. 

2 

4 cm 

15 ~.. 25 p.rn 

8. 5 m:c -+ 23. 5 fr:r 

3, L±25°, ±(25°·.J~5) j 
118.34 ~m (0.1 mr) 

150 

9()O 

11S.3h cm 

6 m 

5.88 

99.7% 

89.7)b 

1. 2 -~ 3. 9 J1.S 
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b2tw~cn momentum Rnd dire ion together th the narrow slit 

needed for the DISC leads to an effect reduct 10;1 of 

" !\P
!.\~j --c:;- by approxlr.'lc'.tely a tor of '2 thus 

1 

5 of reference (1) 

r~poy~l +0 e·o+1rr-~e i'hu~e use the Stefansky ~I J. U 'OJ "\,..; V V •.1.. ~~la.. v ...1r..i 

acceptance which can be achieved with the C~~~ counter. The 

StefamoKY beam. fits v;el1 into the CE\Lt~ counter as descrlbed 

here with onn small modific~tion. The exit bea~ is 2 em wide 

whereas the beam hol~ in the mirror is 1.7 em in diameter. 

He r:lUst thus co111'~late at th~~ exit of the d,oublet. V(~ tCi<.C 

I......lnG. ~ \- t . J t . l)et~'i lf~').'C:C·ll·:':;'U' to ·(·'3·.··,'.; or'"' v;:.: p.~ y,:":..':-.V·.L· o·,·,.~i'!C~ ~tl~~ :rnnf;r(;).,; ;cc \ '.: ...... '.;'.. . J',t'.;: • ': 

value. If we furt~8r licj.t the accep d angular range ~o 

;I: 1mr iiC f~('C frO!:l fugure of refer-cl1ec (1) that the tro.n:.:;

mitted be~m is reduced by another factor of .65, From 

figureG and 6 f). of referc>nce (1) \;e esti!nate 

!j,O t,P 1 2 ~t~ ~1,2 x 2 x 15 x 100 --. 32 11.0 t.r-;o. 
stefansky 

tvro lectors "Te c()nC'C"'F""< -1' -re 1 ·vng OHr reduct ion •• .. LV J,. • ~ V ,.'" '~'-..J 

, A 
··L(~r-:~l. 
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length of tho hY0(~ron pruductIon. ts.:r'{T,<?t :i.n tl)£:! bp.ar:1 d~Lrcction. 

In the achro~~tic design th~ target mu~t be Kept to not ~orc 

than 6 em. The stcfansKy report does not specifically 

discuss the allowed target length but since it is a much 

less tightly focussed beam it seems very likely that a 

substantially longer targ~it could be used. At BrOOKhaven 

a 10" Bs target proved optin:um. Since the nucleD~r abso:cbtion 

length in De is 36 cm it see~s highly probable that at least 

a factor of two in hyperons per incident proton can be 

obtained from a longer target. We thus see that in a 

practical as well as theoretical sense the CEtffi counter can 

be used vr1 th a factor of t.en r;reatGr :yield of hyperonr.; per 

incident proton. Finally we note that if the stefansKY dc~ign 

1~ere reexHmlned from the point of view of limiting th2 b~~n 

efficient slit system than suggested above, it is liKoly 

tlu.\.t sarli-G of the . 73 x .65 10s8 fRctO}' coulci be recov2red. 

This substantially increased acceptance and the aSEociated 

. ] b d' hs unp .'2 ream .8 S l.gn ave 

the E-Y7~ P(E)-353 etc., prog:ca~n. 

a) Our dependence on the perfection of the hyperon beam 

could sub;;:;t'1ntially 

th[~t our prot.on :::' pot is too To.res .. 



order of magnitude s~~ller. 

y:i ('!ld mearm.rcments r f (and X?) closer to the 

d) 	 If He wanted to carry out [l. tl'iO firm 'l'l'ing!' type 

of experin18nt Ke "iOu.ld probablY ';';'ant ltlrgsr hyperon 
"1 

production angles (Y'ec:all 8rl'-'TI'"< ~:..: ---~) and \....ould 
l_L~U v

'cm 
al!Y!oct ccrtf1:LrJ.ly be l:i.r:li-cGd bJr inci.(.l.ent flux and 

associated bacKgroun~s. 

'Dle 	 r.mlt ~.plex fe:.1 tUl'2 of t. CEMA cQ~nt~r means that all 

e l'rors. 

rel&tive cross sections. The l'ccord,"d outputs also const.it.ute 

very r> 1POWCTIU I' + . :1
'an~l 

3. l~ rpl:::.tcd feature of th0' \:";ult1plexing vis a vis bacKg:'Ol.U1ds 

p}'ol)';~)l:v 

---.--.~--------------

http:ccrtf1:LrJ.ly


r but should h~ very us~ful when needed. 

h. 	 .L-.Y'1 tt-lo. 'rsc"''''.,~,rr:h for ,..·,~'·.r "",)',·'t·l"lp,..lf p"rt1 VC' 	 _."..~ 'I.e. >. I:' :,1. ,'~ '-. ~ •.0 h' ••'" or the (! 

the ability to cover 8.5 mr to 23.5 mr at o~e pressure 

setting will enormously s cd up the data taKing. It 

should allow a careful search over beam beam momentum 

as well as mass - a procedure which would be prohib ively 

slow with the DISC. 

5. 	 In a two arm experiment the ab i ty of the CEl;iA counter to 

simultaneously t all beam particles from ~ to 0 will 

reduce rumming time by a factor of 9 to 25 (depending on the 

extensiveness of the combinations of particle patr masses 

desired) in aqdi..!ion to the increased beam acceptance 

countc rs offer effective data rate impi'OVE:;!:lents of a 

factor' > 1000. 

6. 	 'The hroa(( ar:gular coverage, the rclai:ively short :'Optics 

anodes provide a system of great flexibility. Radiator 

length can b~ added or subtracted to raise the upper 

momentum. limit or lovlSr the lm'!er momentuJ!t limit. Various 

microprocessor programs can be lo~ded that offer different 

tracl.e -offs bet'..;een detected m[-;~:;s range, cleanliness of 

miGht actu:'-tlJy d 



ability to respond rapidly and easi.ly in a pl~viously 

unCJ.ntic:1pated fa~)hlon :night be of consitierp.ble import;.3.ncc. 

'{. 	 Tb.G multiplex C~::·:J~ -tube counter vtou.ld I fine.lly, give our 

group C'):perience with a neVI technoloGY (the CEi·1A tubes) 

and would continue and deepen our expertise with the 

fast growi.ng microprocessor technology_ 

http:growi.ng


In this section we describe briefly but (hopefully) with 

precision, the optical systc~ which could be used with the 

CEfU~ tubes or ''11th a. slit systcn and normal photomultiplier 

tubes as a more or less standard differential CcrenKov counter. 

In section IV ,...c shall evaluate the performance as a )'no!'mal " 

dlferent counter. 

The basic layout is shown (plan view) in figure 3. The 

optics arc sym:llet::cical about the beam centerline. Figure h 8ho'/JS 

the !fOpt al Head" of' the counter in grenter detail. As shm'J'n, 

r,;( .J.. 7 SOthe CereniCOV light in thf; 
'f r~oge ..!..O I is reflected by a t ..·:o• ~ 

of mirror 00 the other side·of the bewn line focusses CerenKov 

Jight 5.n the ~ range '._' 67i h_) 0 •• 

The two mirrorG on a given side have the same optical axis 

which is inclined to the beam direction by 16.0 mr. 

This optical syste~ is essentia.lly equivalent to the 

6 '7Swarzschild version of a Cassegrain telescope.' In brief, in 

a two mlrror system it is possible to figure the mirros ~o as 

to simultaneously eliminate spherical aberration and coma. 

Chromatic effects arc of course absent in reflecting systems. 

rfhc rer:;.[".. ining n.berr!itions of astigrr.nti3!:1 and curvature of field 

a.re !nini~f1izeci by choosing the directJofl of the optic axis to be 

~ar~llcl to the aV0 CerCt!KOV light direction and for the 

• ,> t, ) <o. C' 0 ( ·i ~ ( 1 t1,~ c ... ,... ,C t) J. (. sencc) of t.he counter nrc 

quit~ acceptable. 
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i'ihLcb has alr~:o~:t ident al chro':latic d.i~'pcJ'sion but has about 

2. 8 tl!~lC~; as much !nult:I pIe Coulo:;J) scattering asHe for the SfJ.m2 

Ceren;,·.ov angle:. Hm'ievc r" the mult i pIe scattering is rela.tlvely 

of He, 700 em long, give an rms 

t 'f"~r,\,,·\-or<::e rro:, en'tu"'" of' 1 1.~",.1r IC Thus the ['l."lximunl gl~uge pressure.... \"- 4:...> ,~~ .. ~ "" .~.1 J,IJ... ;1j. __ ~ .. '-" II/ ' 

can conscrv&tivcly be taKen as 5 atffiosphercs and a relatively thin 

" 1 ( ,\n. DC.O...." usc a ...·0 mm gives a safety facter of 4 and allows for minor 

8 
surfa~2 SCX'3.1tC s ). For such a thin window, the geo:netric~l 

aberrations ar~ alsmot n0g1igibJe and can be compensated in 

The preceding conclusion wis rcnch0d indcp2nctcntly by the author 

Rna v~·r.ified b~i' a profcs::dorw.l optic(tl consultant9 'Who rev'ic-;;cc! 

For t s re~!.:;Or1, tn the [.:..nalysis i;h:Leh 

the d0sign is finalized, the necessary refiguring will be calcula d. 

The Swarzchild design procedure yields a differential equation 

for each mirror surface. The solQtions of the equations in exact 

foy,'!, i nvol V(~ .i. nconvcnierrL var12.b10 ~3 and t2~t.:tn:::'cendent3..l functions. 

It is traditionul the mirror surfaces by power 

. , . 
l' .'"l f..: ~.;~:{ ~L [~ nneI 7. the: oi :.;tanc(~ or 

http:1.~",.1r
http:Ceren;,�.ov
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BO thcLt. a )- 0 in c'qu:ltJon (8) vie l:Lst in 'Table VI the 

coefficients for the two nirrors. 

Table VI 

L["rge r'iirro; 

1.8')~r'"' ''''0-7• f , .. ,'_),J. 

Staat: Coeffj,cionts 
'-...,...-~--

b c d 

-l~" ! 71-.215~33xlO - -.8028xlO-~· 

}i)'8) , 10-11 
-. 1"'f) .X.•. 

(a) Unii.;" of z, R are CiT;. 

¥igure 5 sho~s the deviutions of the surfaces from the 

Although they ere not par~boloid~ thera is a good possibility9 

thn.t they are conicctl [~ur:faces of revolution to an accept8.ble 

degree of accuracy. This point~ which offers greater economy 

and Cf1se of poLi.shtDg c"lDd testing ~'Jill be invest.tcc:tcd in the 

..., 11cl 8 ~..,t \'j' ,-1 f: 11C..., 1 ! - ~, 
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t r~dl~t0r length. [s can be seen, at tho small CercnKOV 

~e valu8s arc E~all enoug~ to be compl~tely negligible. The 

di CCI'ctC tlon 1. :l.t if; typi crilly"'. mr so that the surface 

qu::.t1 j ty n·:,(;6 not be qUJtf~ [tS good 2.3 foJ.' (Uffra.ction lird tert 

o
Ou 1:' C0113Ul tc~rit·"., est ic::'o.t.(;:3 the,t c;ur;,rter liO,VC pol i shIne; 

would be conservative. for cG~plotcncss ble VII su~mariz0s 

the' optic so illu~trated in 

F"I·~J"~1C!.:··::;:~·nt, (){' ()r~f.·t.1 ,-·1 c~}~i~·_: i'j"('j.":-, 	 33.0 em 
t. ,':'. t· (5 <J\-: 1: ~~ .;.:., 1'~F -~;~"(j t!l'J (~. ) 

16.0 mr 

2 

:1J. long'Ll' of ~;!;;:";:.ll ni.rror 

D:L 	 'L !;.ncc; ():[' f ()(~ 8.1 P n '::c' r I'O"l II c ;'L (';:;: 0 f E ![i(~ 11 59. rr em 
1:.1 :r'1'"0)' 

:: 1 1 :, ' :, 

('I 	' 
.. > 	 "" 'C: , .. 

--~,-..----.- ..
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foe pl~ne would give 

cJ.(;tc:cr::!r.(~ the prccis:ion to '::hid: tl':.:.: focal fJ 

Figures y, 10, 11, 12 cho~ the results as ray proj8ction~ on 

the x> z or y, z plane. As can b0 scen, the paraxjal focal 

plane (z .." 0) is as good t:l.n ave 1 choicc a~ cen be ~~dG. Taking 

±.Ol mr ~s a very conS0Tvntive limit on the change of app~rcnt 

,·{th~ II + 6~'J..1.. L ... _L. , ~_ 4. ~j. be ach.ie v~:~b] l~ _ 
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